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ABSTRACT 

There are three fundamental mechanisms in optical systems that contribute to 

image degradation: aperture diffraction, geometrical aberrations caused by residual 

design errors, and scattering effects due to optical fabrication errors. Diffraction effects, 

as well as optical design errors and fabrication errors that are laterally large in nature 

(generally referred to as figure errors), are accurately modeled using conventional ray 

trace analysis codes. However, these ray-trace codes fall short of providing a complete 

picture of image degradation; they routinely ignore fabrication-induced errors with spatial 

periods that are too small to be considered figure errors. These errors are typically 

referred to as mid-spatial-frequency (ripple) and high-spatial-frequency (micro-

roughness) surface errors. These overlooked, but relevant, fabrication-induced errors 

affect image quality in different ways. Mid-spatial-frequency errors produce small-angle 

scatter that tends to widen the diffraction-limited image core (i.e. for a system with a 

circular exit pupil, this is the central lobe of the Airy pattern), and in doing so, reduces 

the optical resolution of a system. High-spatial-frequency errors tend to scatter energy 

out of the image core into a wide-angle halo, causing a reduction in image contrast. 

Micro-roughness and ripple are inherent aspects of the less conventional, small-

tool-based optical fabrication approaches. It is especially important in these cases to 

specify these errors accurately during the design phase of a project, and deterministically 

monitor and control them during the fabrication phase of a project. Surprisingly, most 

current approaches to this issue employ some guessing and "gut feel" based on past 

experience, because accurate theories and analysis tools are not readily available. 

This dissertation takes the first step towards solving this problem by describing a 

Fourier-based approach for classifying and quantifying surface errors that can be present 

in a fabricated optical surface. Classical scalar diffraction theories and scatter theories 

are reviewed and their strengths, weaknesses and misuses are discussed. Then, this 

dissertation focuses on the development of more accurate surface scatter theories. 
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Modified surface scatter theories are presented that do not »diibit the small angle or 

smooth surface limitations that are inherent in other theories. These improvements are 

especially critical for surfaces considered rough with respect to the test wavelength or for 

systems where large scatter and/or incidence angles are present. Predictions from these 

modified theories are then compared to and shown to be in excellent agreement with 

experimental measurements. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 

When characterizing optical systems, it is common to separate image degradation 

mechanisms into three distinct areas; aperture dif&action, geometrical aberrations, and 

surface scatter effects. Each of these image-degrading mechanisms affects the image 

quality of an optical system in a different fashion, and separate analysis techniques are 

needed to help understand and model them. 

Aperture diffraction arises due to aperture effects that truncate, occlude or impede 

the transmittance of light in some fashion. They are caused by the finite sizes of various 

components in the optical path, including optical mounts and spiders. Diffraction 

theories that attempt to describe these effects mathematically have been in existence for a 

long time. These theories are most often based on the wave nature of light and 

sometimes incorporate Fourier mathematics for simplification and allow for the modeling 

of diffraction effects induced by most apertures. 

Residual fabrication errors (referred to as figure errors) and optical design errors 

are associated with large spatial periods errors. These errors produce aberrations that are 

usually considered geometrical in nature, thus exhibiting behavior that is described as 

ray-based (in contrast to the wave-based behavior of diffraction). Geometrical ray 

theories of light have long been used to describe aberrations, therefore providing an 

accurate means to model residual design errors and figure errors. 

Aberrations and diffraction have been historically viewed as being different 

phenomena and thus have generally been treated with different mathematical approaches. 

However, they both arise from the same event ~ the amplitude or phase of the wavefix>nt 

has been perturbed in some fashion. Thus, both aberrations and diffraction could be 
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accurately treated using classical wave theory. In fact, it has been shown that there are 

some specific advantages in doing so.'*^ hi particular, for systems with small amounts of 

aberration, geometrical theory will actually provide incorrect results since aperture 

difi&action effects will dominate the imaging processes. Consequently, it is preferable, in 

this case, to treat both using the classical wave theory of light.^ '* 

Aperture diffiaction and aberrations have both been well-integrated into 

conventional ray-trace codes (lens design codes) that run efBciently on a personal 

computer (PC). However, although these codes do an excellent job of modeling both 

aperture difOraction and aberrations, they routinely ignore residual fabrication errors 

whose associated spatial periods are too small to be considered figure errors. These 

errors are typically referred to as mid-spatial-frequency (ripple) and high-spatial-

frequency (micro-roughness) surface errors: ripple tends to scatter light into small angles 

about the diffraction-limited image core (i.e. for a system with a circular exit pupil this 

would be the central lobe of the Airy pattern), and in doing so, reduce the optical 

resolution of a system, whereas micro-roughness tends to remove energy from the image 

core and scatter it out into wide angles, causing a reduction in image contrast. 

1.1 PURPOSE OF TfflS WORK 

To a large degree, optical components are fabricated using traditional, fiill-lap 

grinding and polishing techniques, hi general, the issue of analyzing, specifying and 

measxiring micro-roughness and mid-spatial frequency surface errors in conventionally 

fabricated optical components is a relatively mute point. They do not tend to suffer from 

these types of errors because final, fiill-lap polishing nms are performed imtil the surface 

appears smooth to the optician's eye. However, the optical fabrication community is 

increasingly trying to get away from relying on the optician's subjective judgment. Much 
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effort is being spent to automate the fabrication process, especially for the fabrication of 

aspheric components.^ To do this, the fabrication community is turning to advanced 

fabrication techniques such as small-tool computer-controlled fabrication, ion milling, 

plasma-assisted chemical etching (PACE),® and magneto-reological finishing/ 

However, all these automated techniques use some type of small tool to figure and 

finish an optical surface. A small tool, with its small inherent footprint, naturally induces 

mid-spatial frequency errors and micro-roughness. Major limitations can arise from the 

scattering of radiant energy due to these topographic surface defects. Since historically 

only "figure" and "finish" have been specified and measured, these overlooked errors can 

have a critical effect on many high-precision optical systems. This issue is of particular 

importance for short-wavelength applications such as Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) 

lithography and X-ray imaging systems, as well as High-Energy Laser systems. 

In advanced fabrication processes it is undesirable, from a processing and cost 

point of view, to use a final, large-lap smoothing run. If a large-lap smoothing run does 

need to take place, it is critical to know exactly what level of effort is required to produce 

a surface that is "good enough" for the particular application at hand. Thus, for 

unconventionally fabricated optical components, it is critical to the process to be able to 

accurately model and analyze the effect these residual fabrication errors have on optical 

system performance. 

Specifications on surface micro-roughness, in the form of rms roughness or power 

spectral density (PSD) curves, are becoming increasingly common; some metrology labs 

even routinely measure surface micro-roughness. However, because the micro-roughness 

effects on image quality are difficult to accurately model, these specifications are often 

not properly defined. Consequently, surface specifications are often set more tightly than 

necessary to add extra insurance that the optical system will work for the given 

application. Although micro-roughness specifications are becoming commonplace, it is 

rare, if ever, that one finds mid-spatial frequency specifications imposed on an optical 
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surface. The result is that many metrology labs don't understand, monitor, or even 

consider mid-spatial frequency errors. These problems stem from; I) lack of appropriate 

image analysis/prediction codes, 2) confiision over what information really needs to be 

specified, and 3) lack of agreement as to the best form to use to specify this information. 

To understand the effect these errors have on an optical system, it must be 

recognized that current ray trace analysis codes fall short of providing a complete picture 

because they do not model these errors. Some commercial surface analysis or surface 

scatter codes attempt to compensate, in part, for this deficiency by purporting to model 

the effects that surface finish (micro-roughness) has on the performance of an optical 

system.^ However, these codes still suffer from various problems that make them almost 

impractical for most engineers to routinely use. They are often very limited in nature, 

treating just the fabrication errors that have very small spatial periods (micro-roughness) 

and neglecting larger spatial period errors. Additionally, the codes are so cumbersome to 

use and complicated to understand that it takes a career of daily use to make sense of 

what input they require as well as to understand how to interpret the results. Moreover, 

these codes are based on diffraction or scatter theories that have small angle and smooth 

surface approximations built into them. These approximations are usually not pointed 

out and are certainly not obvious to the casual user. 

To this author's knowledge, only one code exists, NASA's optical surface analysis 

code (OSAC)' that comes close to fiilly accounting for the effects induced by both micro-

roughness and mid-spatial-frequency effects in an optical system. However, since this 

code is not on the commercial market, it has limited accessibility and technical support. 

In addition, because this code is based on the classical Beckmann-Kirchoff theory, it has 

an inherent small-angle limitation associated with it. This leaves the optical community 

with an obvious need, not satisfied by the currently available tools, for bridging the gap 

between figure and finish, and doing so in an accurate and easily employable maimer. 
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In determining a solution to the problem of modeling and analyzing these types of 

errors, it is extremely important to first make sure that all relevant surface errors are 

correctly understood. The goal is to have them accurately specified during the design 

phase of a project and deterministically monitored and controlled during the fabrication 

phase of a project. The current approach to this issue employs a lot of guessing and "gut 

feel", in lieu of precise scientific basis, because accurate theories and analysis tools are 

not readily available. 

1.2 DISSERTATION CONTENT 

This dissertation is the first step toward developing a new surface analysis tool to 

accurately account for the effects fabrication errors have on the performance of an optical 

system. If an easy to use, accurate surface analysis tool was available that allowed for the 

correct analysis of fabrication-induced errors, then ptical system design, surface 

measurement techniques, and surface fabrication techniques could be more accurately 

monitored and more appropriately controlled. 

Chapter 2 describes a Fourier-based approach for classifying and quantifying the 

entire range of relevant surface errors that can be present in a fabricated optical surface. 

This approach parallels the successful application of Fourier theory to the understanding 

of image forming systems. Image degradation mechanisms and their effect on optical 

system performance are also discussed. Scatter fi-om mid- and high-spatial-frequency 

fabrication errors can create problems that greatly impede system performance due to the 

scattering of radiant energy into undesirable directions. 

Chapters 3 and 4 review the history of scalar diffraction theories and discuss some 

commonly used surface scatter theories. Particular attention is paid to understanding the 

source of the geometrical factor (sometimes called the obliquity factor, inclination factor 
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or F-factor) that is used in both classical scalar dif&actioa theory and scalar scattering 

theories. Some examples of diffraction grating behavior are presented to illustrate non-

paraxial diffraction behavior. 

Most currently implemented scalar scatter theories have inherent small angle 

approximations that limits their accuracy, especially in the case of rough surfaces and 

scattering geometries, where large incidence angles or scattering angles are important. In 

addition, some of these theories use seemingly incorrect geometrical factors to account 

for the geometry of the scattering process. By better understanding the geometry and the 

radiometry of the measurement process, modified surface scatter theories are derived in 

Chapter 4. These modified scatter theories are compared to experimental data. They are 

shown to do an excellent job of predicting results from smooth, as well as rough, surfaces 

and large, as well as small, incident and scatter angles. 

Chapter 5 contains a summary of the results in this dissertation and talks about 

some of the future work that is needed to develop a fiilly functional surface analysis tool. 

Chapter 6 contains three appendices. Appendix A contains MatLab generated 

code that uses a Fourier approach and the wave theory of light to model aperture 

diffraction and aberrations from a single, circular exit pupil. Appendix B describes the 

geometrical relationship between 9-<|) space and a-P space. MatLab code containing 

modified Beckmann-Kirchoff and Harvey-Shack surface scattering theories are contained 

in Appendix C and D, respectively. Also included in this appendix's code are 

experimental results from a rough optical surface that has both a Gaussian surface height 

distribution function and surface autocovariance function. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2 FOURIER THEORY: OPTICAL SURFACES AND SYSTEMS 

The application of linear systems theory to surfece scatter phenomena has 

previously been presented by Harvey.'" The resulting model is analogous to, and an 

extension of, other work done in the application of linear systems theory to image 

forming systems. This chapter reviews the fundamentals of how Fourier theory 

can be applied to the imaging and scattering processes. Additional details and 

understanding are provided in this discussion, which form the basis for key concepts 

developed later in this dissertation. 

2.1 LINEAR SYSTEMS THEORY 

To predict the performance of any physical system or process, it is necessary to 

develop a model that describes the behavior of the system mathematically. Models for 

describing real physical phenomena will usually be an idealization, but they can still be a 

very useful analysis and simulation tool provided their limitations are understood and 

taken into account. 

A systems approach to modeling physical phenomena often makes use of 

mathematical operators, which produce the system output when applied to the system 

input as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 
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f(*.y) 
L[ 1 

g(x, y) = L[f(x. y)l 

Figure 2.1: General system characterized by a mathematical operator. 

The condition for linearity is given by 

L[aifi(x,y) + a^2 (x,y)] = aiL[fi (x,y)] + a2L[f2 (x,y)]. (2.1) 

If the system is also shift-invariant, when the input is shifted, the output is shifted in the 

same direction, by the same amount, without a change in functional form as shown in Eq. 

(2.2): 

L{f(x-xo,y-yQ)}=g(x-xn.y-yQ). (2.2) 

If our system satisfies both criteria, then we have the linear, shift-invariant (LSI) system 

illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.2. 

LSI System 
Ux. y) h(x, y) g(x, y) = f(x. y) • h(x, y) 

Figure 2.2: LSI system characterized by a system transfer function 

This is an important concept because the output of an LSI system is given by convolving 

the input with the system impulse response. Alternatively, upon applying the convolution 
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theorem of Fourier transform theory, the output spectrum of the system is given by the 

product of the input spectrum with the system transfer function.'^ 

A very important aspect of systems that are perfectly LSI is that they are 

completely characterized by their transfer flmction. This transfer function is defined as 

the ratio of the output spectrum to the input spectrum 

Tranter Function = H(  ̂tj) =G(^ ti)/F(^ rj). (2.3) 

This result can be applied to an image fomung system to quantitatively specify the 

quality of the image forming process. 

2.2 IMAGE QUALITY CRITERIA 

As indicated earlier, linear systems theory and the associated system transfer 

flmction have been widely applied to the characterization of imaging systems." '^ '^'''*''^ 

Fig. 2.3 schematically illustrates an imaging system represented as a "black box" with a 

two-dimensional input "object" distribution and a two-dimensional output "image" 

distribution. This contrasts with other optical systems in the literature, where the input to 

the imaging system may be a transparency placed somewhere in the system (after the 

illumination source).'^"'® 
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Figure 2.3: Systems approach to modeling a general imaging system. 

If field-dependent aberrations are ignored, a spatially incoherent imaging system 

can be treated as an LSI system and can be completely characterized by a single optical 

transfer function (OTF). If field-dependent aberrations are included, then an imaging 

system will no longer be shift-invariant and a different OTF must be associated with each 

point in the object field. The OTF for an LSI system is given by the normalized 

autocorrelation of the complex pupil function, and the point spread function (PSF) is 

given by the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of the complex pupil function. 

From the autocorrelation theorem defined in Fourier transform theory, the OTF 

and the PSF are shown to be Fourier transforms of each other. The mathematical 

relationships between the OTF, PSF, complex pupil function and the amplitude spread 

function (ASF) are shown in Fig. 2.4 along with a variety of commonly used image 

quality criteria. The symbolic representation of mathematical functions and operations as 

used by Gaskill, Goodman, and Bracewell,''*^"'^' was adopted here (the autocorrelation 

operation is indicated by the symbol and the Fourier transform operation by the 

symbol "<»"). Generally speaking, the system PSF and OTF are the most commonly 

used descriptors for a LSI system. However, there are several other, widely used 

conventions, which can specify the performance of an optical system. 
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between: complex pupil function, ASF, OTF, and the 

PSF. 

Strehl ratio and encircled energy are two different options for specifying the 

amount of aberrations that can be tolerated in a given system. Strehl ratio is a ratio of the 

peak value of an aberrated PSF, to that of the ideal PSF. Typically, values greater than 

0.8 are considered "diffraction limited". Encircled energy, as ±e name implies, 

calculates the amount of energy that falls within a circle of a certain radius, whose center 

is located at the geometric center of the PSF. While both of these criteria allow for the 

specification of some general image quality characteristics, they do not give sufficient or 

relevant information for all applications. 

For instance, in an application such as astronomy, where the task is to resolve 

point sources such as stars, system performance is often measured in terms of resolution. 

In some cases, the resolution of an imaging system is defined by its ability to separate or 

distinguish two closely spaced point sources of equal radiant intensity. The resolution of 

the system is based on its impulse response ~ the system PSF. There are several criteria 
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used to determine the resolution of a system; however, the most popular convention is the 

Rayleigh criterion. In this definition, a pair of point sources is said to be "just resolvable" 

if the first zero of the image of one point source falls at the peak of the other. While the 

resolution criterion works well for specifying systems that will be used to image point 

sources, it does not give enough information for specifying imaging systems with 

extended objects or systems that are not diffraction limited. 

The OTF, or its modulus the modulation transfer function (MTF), has gained 

almost universal acceptance as the image quality criterion of choice for a wide range of 

imaging applications. The MTF gives rise to the two important image quaUty criteria: 

transfer efficiency and cutofffrequency. The transfer ^ciency criterion specifies the 

efficiency at which a certain spatial firequency will be passed through an optical system. 

Ideally, they would pass through without any attenuation of their amplitude. The cutoff 

frequency augments this information by defining the maximum spatial frequency that is 

allowed to pass through the imaging system. It is common to compare the transfer 

efficiency and the cutoff frequency of a realized optical system to that of an ideal 

diffraction limited system. However, if field-dependent aberrations are present in an 

optical system, they destroy the shift invariance of the system, and multiple MTF curves 

are required to fully characterize the imaging capabilities of the system. Consequently, 

four field points are typically chosen: I) on-axis, 2) 50%, 3) 75%, and 4) 100% of the 

maximum realizable field. 

The image quality criteria of MTF, Strehl ratio, and resolution can all be used by 

the optical designer to theoretically design an imaging system that perforais the desired 

task. However, in order to perform a complete analysis of the imaging system, the 

optical designer needs to also consider topographical surface imperfections that are 

inherently left behind by the fabrication process. For some applications, the scatter 

effects produced by this topography will be the limiting factor in the performance of the 

imaging system, rather than the geometric aberrations or aperture diffraction. 
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2.3 SURFACE QUALITY CRITERIA 

Surface roughness can be thought of as being composed of a superposition of 

sinusoidal components having different amplitudes and spatial frequencies.^ Optical 

surfaces can then be characterized using a similar Fourier approach as that used in 

Section 2.2. By depicting a rough surface in terms of its spatial-frequency content, it can 

be represented mathematically by a surface power spectral density (PSD) fimction or a 

surface autocorrelation fimctioiL The surface autocovariance (ACV) function used in 

liew of the autocorrelation if the surface mean is zero.^'^'* These functions are unique in 

that they are independent of measurement instrumentation and that they completely 

characterize the spatial-frequency content of an optical surface. For this reason, it is 

preferable to use these criteria to specify the quality of an optical surface rather than 

using other historical criteria such as scratch/dig ovrms roughness. 

Fig. 2.5 schematically illustrates an optical surface profile with rms roughness as 

and a mean of zero. The spatial frequency spectrum of that surface is obtained by Fourier 

transforming the surface profile. The surface ACV and PSD are shown to be related by a 

simple Fourier transform operation. By definition, the peak value of the surface ACV 

function is The central ordinate theorem of Fourier transform theory mandates that 

this value is also the volume under the surface PSD. The surface PSD function is a 

particularly relevant statistical quantity that directly relates scattering behavior to surface 

topographic features when the surface under test is "smooth" (a, « A). When a surface 

is smooth, with respect to the test wavelength, the surface PSD is directly proportional to 

the scattered light distribution, S(x,y), produced by the surface, h(x,y). The surface PSD 

can therefore be used to implicitly model a smooth surface and accurately predict how its 

roughness affects overall image quality. 
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Figure 2.5: lUustration showing the relationship between the optical surface 

profile, the spatial fi-equency spectrum, the surface PSD function, 

and the surface ACV function. 
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2.4 HOW SURFACE QUAUTY AFFECTS IMAGE QUALITY 

According to Sommerfeld, dif&action is defined as "any deviation of light rays 

from rectilinear paths that cannot be interpreted as reflection or refraction".^' 

Alternatively, Hecht states that "if in the course of encountering an obstacle, either 

transparent or opaque, a region of the wavefront is altered in amplitude or phase, 

diffraction will occur. Wavefronts will continue to propagate after encountering an 

obstacle and in the course of propagating, they will interfere, causing diffraction patterns 

to result- If the components of an optical system form the "obstacles" that a wavefront 

encounters, then the distribution that is routinely used to determine image quality is the 

pattern formed at the image plane of the optical system (i.e., the PSF of an imaging 

system is proportional to the squared magnitude of the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of 

the system's exit pupil fimction). Alterations of phase or amplitude, imparted by the 

optical components in a system, cause the imaging capabilities of an optical system to be 

degraded. Diffraction, scattering, and aberrations are all image degrading mechanisms 

that arise due to 1) the finite dimensions of a realizable optical system or 2) the inherent 

design and fabrication related imperfections found in an optical system. 

It is not common to think along these lines, but, in fact, there is no fundamental 

distinction between aberrations, diffraction, or scattering. As mentioned in Chapter 1, all 

of these phenomena can be accurately described by applying the classical, wave theory of 

light and the concept of phase perturbations on a wavefront. The very nature of 

diffraction, scattering or aberrations is that the wavefront has been modified because its 

amplitude or phase has been altered. This phase alteration is easily depicted by 

representing the wavefront, as well as the surface perturbations, as phase functions. Each 

of these phase-altering mechanisms has a quite different effect on a system's imaging 

performance. 
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2.4.1 Theoretical Limitations on Imaging 

All optical systems are used, in some fashion, to collect and redirect incident 

wavefronts. However, in all realizable systems an infinitely extensive wavefront cannot 

be completely collected. A portion of the wavefront ends up being clipped and is not 

accepted into an optical system. Consequently, the wavefront will always be truncated 

by a finite aperture, such that even a perfectly designed and fabricated optical system will 

produce a diffraction pattern when trying to image a perfect point of light. Thus, the 

attainable degree of perfection in the imaging capability of a realizable optical system is 

said to be "diffraction-limited". The on-axis image of a monochromatic point source for 

an optical system having a circular exit pupil is called the Airy pattern. A computer 

simulation of this theoretically perfect irradiance pattern of the image of a point source, 

the system PSF, is given in Fig. 2.6. 

Figure 2.6: Computer simulation of a theoretically perfect irradiance pattern of 

the image of a point source (PSF). 
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The optical design process is one of many trade-ofiTs. Even if an optical system 

can be perfectly fabricated, it is very seldom that it can be designed to be aberration-free 

for all wavelengths or all field-points. Thus, the general approach is to find the best 

balance between all the possible design errors. If there are residual design errors in the 

system, then the PSF will exhibit a variety of symmetrical or asymmetrical shapes caused 

by aberrations. In particular, ofiF-axis image points will produce PSFs that can contain 

coma, astigmatism, and distortion, as well as field-curvature. Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8 show 

computer simulated PSF's for systems containing relatively large amounts of coma and 

astigmatism respectively. Appendix A contains the MatLab based code that was used to 

produce these aberrated PSF's. 

Figure 2.7: Computer simulation of the system PSF when coma is present. 
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Figure 2.8: Computer simulation of the system PSF when astigmatism is 

present. 

2.4.2 Optical Fabrication Errors 

Optical fabrication errors are another source of wavefront perturbation (beyond 

aperture diffraction and residual design errors) that can disturb a wavefront and distort its 

imaging capabilities. These errors are traditionally not considered by the optical designer 

when designing and optimizing an optical system because the proper software tools are 

not available to do so. Instead, fabrication errors have historically been left up to the 

systems engineer to include in a system error budget. 

Fabrication errors have traditionally been specified in terms of "figure" and 

"finish". Figure errors are referred to as being low-spatial-frequency errors, and finish 

errors (micro-roughness) are often referred to as being high-spatial-frequency errors. 

Mid-scale errors that fall in between, spanning the gap between figure and finish, are 

sometimes called surface ripple or orange peel errors. These errors, also referred to as 
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mid-spatial-frequency errors, are quite often overlooked. A few authors have recognized 

the critical nature of understanding, monitoring and controlling mid-spatial-frequency 

errors in an optical system. However, not enough work has been done in the area 

and the case must continue to be made that fabrication-induced surface roughness over 

the entire range of relevant spatial frequencies, including mid-spatial-frequency errors, 

must be specified and controlled. 

Once the topography of a surface is measured and its PSD is calculated, it is 

common to partition the PSD into three different regions indicating low, mid and high 

spatial frequencies as shown in Fig 2.9. Large-scale perturbations (low-spatial-frequency 

errors or figure errors), cause an imperfect wavefront to be reflected or refracted from an 

interface, producing image degradation due to aberrations. Small amounts of figure errors 

PSD 

^Rgure" 

•Rnish" 

^ f —wd H Utah 
SPATIAL FREQUENCY (mm'*) 

PSF Conventional Small-angle 
Aberrations Scatter '  ̂

PSF 

X 

Figure 2.9: The effect on image quality differs significantly for each spatial 

frequency regime. 
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have the effect of scattering or transferring energy from the image core to the first few 

diffraction rings without significantly broadening the core. The peak value of the system 

PSF will be reduced, thus reducing the Strehi ratio. For a system with a large amount of 

low-spatial frequency errors, energy will not only be redirected from the image core into 

the higher-order diffraction rings, but also the symmetry of the diffraction-limited image 

core will be distorted. This was shown previously in Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8. 

Small-scale perturbations (high-spatial-frequency errors or micro-roughness) also 

tend to scatter energy from the image core without significantly distorting the image core. 

However, the redirected energy is scattered out into wide angles far away from the image 

core. This "wide angle scatter", forms a broad scattered halo about every point in the 

image of a system. This effect tends to reduce image contrast. 

Mid-scale perturbations (mid-spatial-frequency errors or ripple/orange peel 

errors) also cause scatter, but the scatter is small-angle scatter, located close to the image 

specular direction. This has the effect of smearing out the image core and reducing the 

resolution of the system. 

2.4.3 Rough. Surfaces and Short Wavelength Considerations 

As previously discussed in Section 2.3, an arbitrary optical surface can be 

modeled as a superposition of sinusoidal phase gratings. If the amplitudes of these 

gratings are small with respect to the test wavelength, the gratings can be shown to 

diffract significant amounts of energy only into the zero and first orders.^" The rough 

surface is then considered smooth with respect to the test wavelength used. In turn, the 

scattering function for this surface can be found in a simple, straightforward manner. It 

will be directly proportional to the surface power spectral density (PSD) function, which 

is found by taking the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform of the surface 
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topography as shown previously in Section 2.3. However, when the amplitudes of these 

gratings approach and/or exceed the test wavelength, the amount of energy diffracted into 

the higher orders can no longer be ignored. In these cases, the surface PSD, by itself, will 

not represent the resulting scattering function. 

There are many scenarios where the wavelength becomes so short, or the surface 

roughness becomes so large, that the smooth surface approximation, shown in Fig. 2.5, is 

not vahd. The, image characteristics are no longer quite as intuitive as when the 

scattering fimction is directly proportional to the surface PSD. However, the image 

characteristics can still be readily calculated from the surface characteristics using a 

similar Fourier approach. As illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.10, the generalized point 

spread function is related to the complex pupil function in exactly the same way as the 

surface PSD is related to the surface profile. 

U(x,y) 
A 

jf=̂ Xz=ccz OTFq(̂ t\) 
y=nXz=pz £ 

 ̂X ^ § 
Complex Pupil Function Generalized Optical Transfer FuncUor 

PSFo(x.y) 1> 
\=xfk2-aJ\ iL /mage J 

Generalized Amplitude Spread Function Generalized Point Spread Function 
(Angular Spectrum) 

Figure 2.10; The PSF of an imaging system is related to the complex pupil 

function, U(x,y) in the same way that the surface PSD is related to 

the surface profile, h(x,y). 
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However, in this instance, the surface profile appears in the phase term of the complex 

pupil function, along with the aberration effects due to the incident wavefront. Given 

normally incident light impinging on a single reflective surface (such that this surface is 

located in the exit pupil plane), the complex wave field in the exit pupil can be 

represented by 

i/(X, y) = A(X ,  =  ̂ (X, ^2.4) 

where the wavenumber is k=2jz/A and A is the wavelength of the incident light. Thus, the 

total wavefront phase error can be written as the multiplication of two phase factors that 

individually contain effects from surface roughness (mid- and high-spatial frequency) 

errors, h(x,y) and figure errors, W(x,y). Phase perturbations present in the incident 

wavefi-ont can also be included in this same fashion. In this example the surface is 

reflective. Therefore, the incident light will traverse the surface errors twice and the 

wavefiront error due to the surface topography is represented by twice the two-

dimensional surface height profile, 2h(x,y). 

For situations where a surface is rough or it is being used in a short-wavelength 

application, it can be thought of as having its own transfer function, the surface transfer 

function {STF) and its own spread function, the surface spread function {SSF). This 

transfer function and spread function are mathematically analogous to the system optical 

transfer function (OTF) and the amplitude spread function (ASF) given in Fig. 2.4. A 

generalized OTF, OTFg(^,^), and generalized ASF, ASFaO^,^), can be created that 

represent all the effects that determine the width and shape of the image core, not just 

aberrations and aperture diffraction. The generalized OTF is given by the multiplication 

of the OTF(i.j/) with the STF($,i;)\ 

0TFG(^,j;) = 0TF(i,J7) STF^.j/). (2.5) 
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By convolving the amplitude spread function (ASF), given in Fig. 2.4, with the surface 

spread function (SSF) ^ generalized ASF, ASFG(i,j;), is produced; 

ASFG(Ij7) = ASF(^,J7)*SSF(^,J/).{1.6) 

Referring back to Fig. 2.10, we see that a generalized PSF, PSFafx.y), can be 

found by using one of two optional paths. One option is to multiply the generalized ASF 

by its complex conjugate. Upon performing a variable substitution to go from spatial 

frequency space, space, back to spatial space, x-y space, we have; 

PSFo(x,y) = ASFod./;) ASFWi.^) = lASFoCiiJ/jf. (2.7) 

where ^ = xj'A z and // = y/Az. The other option is to convolve the system PSF(x,y) with an 

angle spread function, S(x,y), as shown in Fig. 2.10, 

PSFG(x,y) = PSF(x,y)*S(x,y). (2.8) 

By comparing Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.8), we can see that the angle spread function, S(x,y), is 

just the Fourier transform of the surface transfer fimction, STF(i,f/). The concept of a 

surface tranter function will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, when the Harvey-

Shack surface scatter theory is discussed. 
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CHAPTERS 

3 SCALAR DIFFRACTION 

It is well known that the Fresnel or Fraunhofer diffraction approaches have 

inherent small angle restrictions. However, the effect these small angle restrictions have 

on the resulting data is often misunderstood and misinterpreted. It is precisely because of 

this that some authors incorrectly attribute severe shortcomings to scalar diffraction 

theories.^' This, in turn, leads people to incorrectly assume that more complicated vector 

theories must be invoked. In this chapter, the process used to make these small angle 

approximations is discussed. In doing so, this provides an understanding of when and 

where certain theories can be accurately used. It also sets the stage for Chapter 4 where 

existing scatter theories will be modified to get around these restricting approximations. 

This section addresses the details surrounding the diffraction scenario depicted in 

Fig. 3.1. In particular, the mathematical approaches used to describe the wave field at the 

observation point, P, based on the wave field present in the aperture, S, are reviewed. 

Figure 3.1: A diffracting aperture being illuminated by a point source at O. 
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Various approaches to solving this problem have been used, and just about any 

textbook on the mathematical principles of optics presents some treatment of this 

topic.^^^^-^^ 

Harvey and Shack have discussed the generalized Rayleigh-Sommerfeld 

treatment of scalar dif&action theory, providing new insight into the phenomenon of 

diffraction throughout the whole space in which it occurs, right up to the diffracting 

aperture or surface. However, it is more common to see approximated versions of the 

generalized Fresnel-Kirchoff and Rayleigh-Sommerfeld dif&action formulas in the 

literature.^^,^^ These approximated versions can be accurately applied if the observation 

point, P, is many wavelengths away from the aperture, S. When more severe restrictions 

are imposed on the observation distance, such that it must be much further away from the 

aperture than many wavelengths, Fresnel and, subsequently, Fraunhofer approximations 

can be used to simplify the mathematics. 

3. f RAYLEIGH-SOMMERFELD AND FRESNEL-KIRCHOFF THEORIES 

Following the Kirchoff approach in solving the diffraction scenario given in Fig. 

3 .1, a Green's function is chosen that is a unit-amplitude spherical wave emanating from 

the point P, satisfying the Helmholtz wave equation. The value of this Green's function 

at any point in an arbitrary diffracting aperture, S, is 

M/(^)=—, (3.1) 
r 

where, as indicated in Fig. 3.1, r is the distance from the observation point, /*, to a point 

in the diffracting aperture, S. Alternatively, this spherical wave Green's function can be 

thought of as the impulse response of a linear shift invariant Fourier system. The angle. 
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d, relative to the surface normal unh vector, n, and the unit propagation vector, %, is 

defined such that 

^ = cos(/j,%) = cos^. (3.2) 

Note that cos^ is the direction cosine of the propagation vector, % , with respect to the 

horizontal z-axis. 

By using the integral theorems of Helmholtz and Kirchofi^ a dif&acted wave 

field, U, at an observation point, P, can be represented by 

d S .  (3.3) 

Substituting Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) into Eq. (3.3), and assuming that the observation 

distance, r, is large as compared to the wavelength of light, Eq. (3 .3) becomes 

d S .  (3.4) 

Referring again to Fig. 3.1, an incident wave field is now allowed to emanate 

from point O. The incident wave field is also a unit amplitude spherical wave satisfying 

the Helmholtz wave equation. Thus, the wave field on the diffracting aperture, 5, due to 

the source of this wave field being a distance ro away from S, is 

U^S) = ~. (3.5) 
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Note that 0^ is the angle relative to the unit surface normal n and the wave vector ^ so 

that cos0„ is the z-axis, direction cosine for the propagation vector ^. Substituting Eq. 

(3.5) into Eq. (3.4), and assuming that the source distance, To, is large compared to the 

wavelength of light, Eq. (3.4) becomes 

= [cos^„ -cos^JiJ 

=Ttt rr O / 

COS0 -COS 
dS (3.6) 

Eq. (3.6) is commonly icnown as the Fresnel-Kirchoff (F-K) diffraction integral, and is 

specifically used to model the case of a unit amplitude spherical wave illuminating an 

arbitrary aperture. Note that the BCirchofF boundary conditions were apphed to both the 

incident wave field, Uo(P), and the normal derivative of the incident wave field, 
dU,{P)/ 

/dn . 

Following Sommerfeld's approach, a different spherical-wave-based Green's 

function is chosen. This function consists of two spherical waves that are mirror images 

of each other, with the source of one located at P and ±e source of the other located at P 

as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: A diffracting aperture illuminated by a pair of point sources located 

at P and P. The point sources are mirror images of each other. 

If the two sources are allowed to oscillate in phase, then 

ikr ikr, 
V(5) —. (3.7) 

By inspection, it can be seen that this Green's function vanishes in the plane of the 

diffracting aperture (when r = /•<,) producing the Sommerfeld-derived solution of 

y(/>)=^ fU^[-;i£/,(5)l2cos6l]dJ, (3.8) 

which can be rewritten as 

U(P) = j jju/S)cosê dS. (3.9) 

s 
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Note that the Sommerfeld approach only requires that the Kirchofif boundary conditions 

be applied to the incident wave field, Uo(S), and not to its normal derivative. The 

Sommerfeld result from Eq. (3.8) can be compared to the analogous KirchofF result of 

Again, a unit-amplitude spherical wave, emanating from point P (which is now in 

the same location as one of the Green's fimction), is allowed to illuminate the aperture. 

When the observation distance, r, is large as compared to the wavelength of light, the 

RayleighSommerfeld (R-S) diffraction integral is identical to the F-K result given in Eq. 

(3.6), with the exception of the obliquity factor. 

The R-S result has an obliquity factor of cos^ while the F-K result has an obliquity 

the same positions as points P and P in Fig. 3.2, then for the F-K result cos^ = -cos^^. 

It is apparent that the F-K obliquity factor would then become 2cos^, and Eq. (3.6) 

could be rewritten as 

Eq. (3.4). 

(3.10) 

factor of (cos^ - c o s O ^ ) / 2 .  If points 0  and P  in Fig. 3.1 were allowed to be located in 

(3.II) 

which is identical to the R-S solution give in Eq. (3 .10). It is interesting to note that the 

R-S obliquity factor, cos^, is solely a function of the diffraction angle while the F-K 

obliquity factor is a function of both the diffraction angle, and the incident angle, 6^. 
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If a plane wave illumination is used (instead of a spherical wave as was assumed 

previously in this treatment), both the F-K and the RS approach produce identical 

integral solutions with the exception of the obliquity factor. In fact, as the illuminating 

source is varied, the obliquity factors will change slightly for the F-K approach, but will 

remain unchanged for the R-S approach. Table 3.1, borrowed from Goodman,'*" 

compares these obliquity factors. 

Table 3.1; Obliquity factors; comparison of Fresnel-KirchofF and Rayleigh-Sommerfeld 

for two different incident illumination scenarios. 

Dlumination Source F-K Obliquity Factor R-S Obliquity Factor 

Normally incident plane wave 

(infinitely distant point source) 

f l+COS^I 
L 2 J 

cos^ 

Spherical wave [  c o s d - c o s d g  1 

L 2 J 
cos^ 

In this section, it has been shown that both the F-K and R-S theories yield 

essentially the same results'*' as long as your observation point, P, is many wavelengths 

away from the diffracting aperture and the aperture diameter is much larger than the 

wavelength. Although, to be more exact, it can be seen from Table 3.1 these solutions 

yield exactly the same results only when small incidence and diffraction angles are 

involved such that it is appropriate to set cos^ « -cosd^ «1. However, at this point in 

the mathematical development, neither approach has placed restrictions on the size of the 

observation space or the size of the diffracting aperture, so no small angle approximations 

have been made. 
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3.2 FRESNEL AND FRAUNHOFER APPROXIMATIONS 

If the diffracting aperture shown in Fig 3.2 is assumed to lie in an arbitrary plane, 

zi, and the resulting wave field is desired in a different plane, zj, a distance zij away, the 

RS integral can be rewritten in Cartesian coordinates as'*^'*^ 

U(x^_,y, >-Xi;. (3-12) 

-flkr 

where represents a spherical wave, the obhquity factor is now expressed as *•'-/ 
r 

and 

'• = ^.2, 1 + 
U, J V ^12 J 

(3.13) 

The R-S diffraction integral of Eq. (3.10) is rather difficult to solve explicitly in 

most practical applications. Therefore, it is common to make approximations that make 

the mathematics easier to implement. By using the binomial expansion, r can be 

rewritten as a summation of successively higher order terms. The Fresnel diffraction 

formula is obtained by making use of this expansion and retaining only the first two 

terms for the r in the exponent of Eq. (3.12). This has the effect of approximating the 

spherical wave Green's fimction by a parabolic wave. However, the implication of the 

second Fresnel approximation is often not clearly understood. It consists of replacing the 

A- in ±e denominator of the spherical wave and the r in the denominator of the obliquity 
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factor by just the first term in the expansion, z,,. This has the effect of making the 

obliquity factor, < equal to one! By referring back to the discussion at the end of 

Section 3.1, it is clear that this mathematical treatment is only accurate for small 

incidence angles as well as small diffraction angles. 

The Fraunhofer diffraction formula is obtained by making an even more severe 

approximation on the r in the exponent of Eq. (3.12). In this case, instead of retaining the 

first two terms in the binomial expansion, only the first term, Zj,, is retained. This has 

the effect of approximating the spherical wave Green's function as a plane wave. 

These explicit approximations impose severe restrictions upon both the size of the 

aperture (relative to the observation distance) and the diffraction angle. In fact, Goodman 

states that the Fresnel approximation is equivalent to a paraxial approximation.'*^ Thus, 

the Fraunhofer approximation is an even more restricting, paraxial approximation. 

3.3 HARVEY-SHACK THEORY 

In following the approach detailed by Harvey,**^ a scaled coordinate system is 

produced where all of the spatial variables are normalized by the wavelength of the Light, 

x  =  x l A , ,  y  =  y l X ,  z  =  z l X  (3.14) 

Then the Fourier transform of the wave field emerging from a plane-diffracting aperture 

can be written as 

CO 00 

A „ { a , P ) =  \ \ U „  (x, y) exp[-/2;r(ar + >^)] e&cfy. (3.15) 
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This is just a superposition integral of plane waves, where the reciprocal variables in 

Fourier transform space are the direction cosines, a and of the propagation vectors of 

the plane wave components with respect to the x-axis andy-axis respectively, 

a = A^ = — and fi=ATj = — 
r r . (3 16) 

The quantity Ao(a,fi) is referred to as the direction cosine spectrum of plane 

waves. This is identical to the angular spectrum of plane waves as discussed by 

Ratclif^"*® Goodman,'*^ and Gaskill,'** except that the plane wave spectrum has been 

written in terms of normalized spatial variables and direction cosines, instead of the more 

common spatial variables and spatial frequencies. Requiring each of these plane wave 

components to individually satisfy the Helmholtz wave equation results in the following 

expression for the transfer fimction of free space 

/f(a,/?) = exp(/2;z7^), (3.17) 

where 

Y = =  c o s O .  (3.18) 

Those plane wave components that lie inside the unit circle in direction cosine 

space (of -i- < /) are real and propagate, while those that lie outside the unit circle are 

imaginary and are referred to as evanescent waves. (The concept of propagating waves 

versus evanescent waves will be discussed in more detail in later in this chapter in 

Section 3.4.) The Fourier transform of this transfer fimction of free space, H{cc,P), is 

t h e  i m p u l s e  r e s p o n s e  o f  t h e  d i f f r a c t i o n  ( o r  p r o p a g a t i o n )  p r o c e s s ,  h { x , y ) .  F o r  r » X ,  

= (3.19) 
r 
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which is easily recognized as the expression for spherical wave with a cosine obliquity 

factor, Y • Convolving this new impulse response, h{x,y), with the wave field emerging 

fi-om the aperture, (a, P), results in 

The subscripts 1 and 2 denote the planes corresponding to f, and z,, and f,, corresponds 

to the distance between these two planes divided by the wavelength. This is the exact 

same solution as the R-S diffraction integral, except that the spatial variables have all 

been normalized by the wavelength of light. In particular, note that the obliquity factor, 

Y = COS0, is present in Eq. (3.20) just as it was in the R-S solution of Eq. (3.11). As 

indicated previously, while the observation distance must be many wavelengths fi-om the 

aperture, neither the phase term nor the obliquity term of the R-S integral has been 

approximated in any fashion by using this approach. 

Consider a converging spherical wave incident upon the diffi"acting aperture, and 

let the observation space be a hemisphere (not a plane) centered upon the diffracting 

aperture as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

exp(/2;zr) 
r 

(3.20) 
-00 —GO 
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A 
Y 

Figure 3.3: Geometrical relationship between incident beam, diffracting 

aperture, and observation hemisphere. 

If the diffracting aperture is small compared to the distance to the observation 

hemisphere, then the diffracted wave field (complex amplitude distribution) on the 

hemisphere is given directly by the Fourier transform of the aperture function'^ 

U =  / [ e x p ( / 2 7 r r ) / ( / r ) ]  7 { U S x , y A ) )  ( 3  2 1 )  

Taking the Fourier transform of the aperture function is identical to calculating the 

Fraunhofer diffraction result for that aperture. 

Strictly speaking, linear systems theory can only be applied to the modeling of 

paraxial diffraction phenomena because in formulating Eq. (3.21) the aberrations coma 

and astigmatism, that are associated with the diffraction process, were ignored. 
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Therefore, although this approach will very accurately predict the locations of the 

diffiracted orders on a hemispherical observation space, it must still be used with some 

caution. This simple Fourier transform relationship is valid over the entire hemisphere 

only for certain restricted applications.'^' It is possible to incorporate these diffraction-

induced aberration effects after the fact by simply convolving the two effects. 

Light incident on the diffracting aperture at the non-normal angle of do is 

depicted in Fig. 3.4. 

A 
Y 

y- T-_^U(0,Po;r) 

> z. 

OIFFRACTING 
APERTURE OBSERVATION 

HEMISPHERE 

Figure 3.4: Geometrical configuration when light strikes the diffracting aperture 

at a non-normal incident angle. 

Having light incident on the diffracting aperture at an angle other ±an normal is 

mathematically equivalent to introducing a linear phase variation across the aperture.^" It 

is well know from Fourier transform theory that a linear phase factor in Cartesian space 

will cause a shift in spatial frequency space.^' Thus, the complex amplitude distribution 

on the hemisphere is given by 
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U{a,fi-fi,,r)^y[exp{i2xr)l{ir)\ 5?{C/;(i,p;z,)exp(/27C^J)} ^3 22) 

where and the direction cosine of the position vector of a 

point on the observation hemisphere is J3, and po is the direction cosine of the position 

vector of the specular or zero-order beam. By observing this scenario in direction cosine 

space, the complex amplitude distribution at an arbitrary point on the hemisphere can 

now be written as a function of P- Po. Again, /is a cosine obliquity factor. Hence, for 

this particular scenario, the difOraction process is linear and shift-invariant (LSI) with 

respect to incident angle if the problem is formulated in direction cosine space. 

3.4 NON-PARAXIAL DIFFRACTION GRATING BEHAVIOR 

It is widely accepted that diffraction is primarily attributed to deterministic 

entities such as gratings (amplitude or phase in nature) or physical edges, such as the 

edge of an optical mount or aperture. A diffraction grating is an optical element that 

imposes a periodic variation in either the amplitude or phase of an incident 

electromagnetic wave. Any surface that has residual fabrication errors imposes variations 

in the electromagnetic wave in much the same manner. 

Often scalar theories that were intended to model paraxial optical systems have 

been used to attempt to predict non-paraxial performance. This has often given 

misleading and sometimes wrong results due to the fact that the paraxial mathematics do 

not take into account the non-paraxial nature of the diffraction process. This has cast an 

unfair shadow over the accuracy of scalar diffraction theories. Due to some of these 

discrepancies, rigorous three-dimensional vector coupled-wave analysis has been used in 
f A 

an attempt to accurately account for these effects. However, the complicated math that 
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is involved obscures the usefulness of this approach and thus the results. It will be shown 

in Section 3.5 that non-paraxial diffraction phenomena can be accurately acconunodated 

by the simple scalar models if slight modifications are incorporated into the mathematics. 

At this point, the behavior of a simple grating can serve this discussion well, 

allowing the illustration of some non-intuitive and non-paraxial behaviors that are 

exhibited by the diffraction process. 

3.4.1 Diffiraction Angle 

Fig. 3.5 illustrates a simple demonstration of (a) paraxial, (b) non-paraxial planar, 

and (c) non-paraxial "conical" diffraction grating behavior. The demonstration requires a 

laser source and two transmission gratings, one coarse (large spatial period) and one fine 

(small spatial period). The gratings can be either amplitude or phase gratings. The 

grating is initially positioned in front of^ and parallel to, the observation plane with the 

grating lines vertical and the laser is directed through the grating at normal incidence. 

As shown in Fig. 3.5(a), the course grating produces diffracted orders that 

propagate with small (paraxial) angles. This dif&action behavior is readily predicted by 

the paraxial Fourier techniques discussed by Goodman (as applied to sinusoidal phase 

gratings).^'* 

If a fine grating is now substituted, the diffraction pattern illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b) 

consists of a linear array of widely spaced (non-paraxial) diffracted orders which are no 

longer equally spaced. Also, if the diffraction grating is tilted about the y-axis, the 

diffracted orders remain in the PLIN and their projection onto the observation plane 

remains on a straight line. It is interesting to note that this diffraction behavior is 

predicted by the conventional grating equation (given later in Eq. (3.23)). However, the 
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simple technique of merely Fourier transforming the complex amplitude transmittance of 

the grating does not predicts this non-paraxial behavior. 

Paraxial Diffraction 

Course 
Grating 

Non-paraxial, Planar Diffraction jm 
Fine 

Grating 

Non-paraxial, "Conical" Diffraction 

Fine 
Grating 

Figure 3.5: Illustration of a simple diffraction grating demonstration; 

a. paraxial (coarse grating) diffraction grating behavior, 

b. non-paraxial (fine grating) planar diffraction grating behavior, 

c. non-paraxial "conical" (fine grating tilted about x-axis) behavior. 
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Finally, if the diffraction grating is tilted about the x-axis as shown in Fig. 3.5(c), 

the propagating diffracted orders now lie on the surface of a cone (thus the description 

"conical" diffraction). Now, the diffraction pattern on the observation plane consists of 

discrete diffracted orders which are neither equally spaced nor lie in a straight line (as 

predicted by paraxial theory) — the diffracted orders are projected onto a parabola on the 

observation plane. 

Clearly, the unequal spacing of the diffracted orders, is evidence that non-paraxial 

diffraction is not shift-invariant with respect to the incident angle when the diffraction 

pattern is projected onto an observation plane. However, when the diffracted orders are 

projected onto the a-^ (direction-cosine) plane (shown later in Fig. 3.7), the orders lie in 

a straight line and are equally spaced allowing LSI Fourier theory to be used.^^ 

Nonetheless, even when plotted in this fashion, the functional form of the diffracted 

orders will not necessarily be predicted by the simple LSI theory because diffraction-

induced aberration effects^^ will be present. 

3.4.2 Evanescent and Propagating Orders 

The diffraction process can be viewed in terms of propagating and evanescent 

diffracting orders and can be examined from two different viewpoints. One approach is 

to examine the fundamentals of the basic grating equation using a reflective grating as 

shown in Fig. 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: Locations of diffraction angles and orders for a reflection grating. 

Monochromatic light of wavelength A incident upon a reflection grating of spatial 

period d at m angle of incidence 0o will be diffracted into the discrete angles d 

according to the well-known grating equation 

sin^ + sin=niy?/d, m = 0,= ±1,±2,±3, . . . (3''S) 

where m is the order of the diffracted wave and 0 = 0^+0^. This form of the grating 

equation is restricted to the special case when the grating grooves/lines are oriented 

perpendicular to the plane of incidence (PLIN), which is the plane containing ±e incident 

beam and the normal to the grating surface. For this situation, all of the diffracted orders 

lie in the PLIN. 

Given the example where the incident light comes in at zero degrees with respect 

to the mean surface normal of the grating, the grating equation reduces to 

smd^=mA/d, m = 0, = ±1, ±2,±3, (3.24) 
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The largest value sin can take on is one, while the smallest value it can have is zero. 

When sin is equal to zero, that represents specularly reflected light, where the spatial 

period of the grating, d, is infinite. On the other hand, when sin = 1, it means that 

d„ = 90 degrees, and the dii&acted order is propagating along the surface of the sample. 

For m = 1, a spatial period, d, that is equal to the test wavelength, will scatter at 90 

degrees. Thus when d < A, the grating equation cannot be solved. Physically what this 

means is that the orders will be evanescent and will not propagate to the image plane. 

A different viewpoint can also be used to look at this scenario of a reflecting 

grating. Rewriting the grating equation given in Eq. (3.23) in terms of the direction 

cosines of the system for an obliquely incident beam (the grating grooves are assumed to 

be parallel to the y-axis) results in" 

where Eq. (3.25) is the grating equation in the x-direction and Eq. (3.26) is the grating 

equation in the y-direction. Introducing this relationship 

(3.25) 

and 

(3.26) 

cc+0^ +jr=l. (3.27) 

from Gaskill,^'* Eq. (3.27) can be rewritten and solved for y: 

(3.28) 
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By inspecting Eq. (3.28), it is clear that y is real if (a" + P')<\ and imaginary if 

{cr 1. When y is imaginary, it represents an evanescent order that attenuates 

rapidly across the surface and never propagates any fiuther than the immediate 

neighborhood of the surface. The propagating orders occur when y is real-valued. The 

scenario given in Fig. 3.6 can be alternatively represented by constructing a unit circle in 

a-P space, as shown in Fig. 3.7. 

P 

Evanescent Orders 

Oto, Po 

(x-5 a-( a-} a-z o-i 

Incident Beam 

= 1 

Figure 3.7: Unit circle illustrating propagating orders and evanescent orders. 

Fig. 3.7 graphically shows the propagating and evanescent orders with respect to 

the a-p space unit circle. These diffracted orders strike the observation plane, forming a 

diffraction pattern consisting of a linear array of closely spaced and equally spaced 

diffracted orders. The undiffracted zero order always lies diametrically opposite the 

origin of the a~P coordinate system from the incident beam. If the angle of incidence is 

changed by a small amount, the diffraction pattern merely shifts on the observation plane 

without changing shape or functional form. Only those diffracted orders that lie within 

the unit circle propagate to the image plane and contain radiant power or energy. The 
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dif&acted orders that fall outside the unit circle are evanescent (orders that diffract > +/-

90°) and never reach image plane.^^ Despite this conunon understanding, the paraxial 

treatment of sinusoidal phase gratings^^ does not include a way to account for this effect -

- providing a seemingly legitimate criticism of scalar theory. However, this criticism is 

not well founded because it is solely due to the improper application of a paraxial 

approximation, not inherent limitations of scalar theory. It will be shown in Section 3 .5 

that the power affiliated with non-evanescent components must be re-normalized in order 

to conserve energy. Furthermore, this is not merely a heuristic correction, it is a direct 

result of applying Rayleigh's (or Parseval's) theorem. Using this approach, scalar theory 

is shown to no longer "impose energy upon the evanescent orders".®^ 

3.4.3 DifEracted Radiance and Wide-Angle Behavior 

As mentioned previously, most textbook treatments of the propagation of 

diffracted wave fields include a paraxial (small angle) approximation. For example, 

Goodman^^ discusses the effects of thin sinusoidal transmission gratings. He derives the 

following expression for the diffracted irradiance distribution in the far-field when one 

has a square aperture of width L, period d, a peak-to-peak phase excursion a, illuminated 

with uniform irradiance Eo of wavelength A. 

E{x,y) = £ i (a/2) sine- —{x - mAz I d) 
/Iz 

smc 
ylz 

(3.29) 

This expression results in the well-known fact that, within the paraxial assumption, the 

diffraction efficiency of the mth diffracted order is equal to Jrrp'ia/l), where Jm is a mth 

order Bessel function of the first kind. 
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Since Eq. (3.29) is specifically limited to the far-field, or Fraunhofer region, of 

the diffracting aperture, and the paraxial approximation is implicit in the Fraunhofer 

approximation, we can write 

=tan '(x/z)«x/z, 6^ =tan ^ {xIyI z. (3.30) 

The equation for relative diffracted intensity as a function of diffraction angle for a 

Gaussian beam of width b (radius at which the wave field drops to e'" of its peak value), 

instead of the uniformly illuminated square aperture is thus given by 

I(d 6 ) = I y„'(a/2)Gaus-
y m=-<» 

9y) (3.31) 

where, following Gaskill's symbolic notation' 69 

Gau{^' = exp -Tt 
bj_ 

(3.32) 

Fig. 3.8 illustrates the resulting diffracted intensity distribution as a function of 

diffraction angle 0^ and groove depth, A, for a thin sinusoidal transmission grating (a = 

27dvX) with period d = 20X illuminated with a normally incident Gaussian beam with b = 

I2k.  
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Figure 3.8: Dif&acted intensity distribution (in diffiracted angle space) as a 

function of groove depth produced by a thin sinusoidal phase grating 

of period d = 20X and a normally incident Gaussian beam with 

width b = 12X (predicted by the paraxial model). 

If we use Eq. (3.31) to model the behavior of fine (small spatial period) gratings 

whose diffracted orders do not fall within the paraxial region, we get incorrect results that 

lead to a variety of other misconceptions. For example, a sinusoidal transmission grating 

of period d=\.2 2. results in the predicted intensity distribution illustrated below in Fig. 

3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Dif&acted intensity distribution (in dif&acted angle space) as a 

function of groove depth produced by a thin sinusoidal phase grating 

of period d = L3X and a normally incident Gaussian beam with 

width b = 12X (predicted by the paraxial model -- invalid operating 

regime) 

There are several features of the above predicted intensity distribution that are 

inaccurate or blatantly wrong; 1) the small-angle approximation to the grating equation 

(^ + = m2yd) inherent in Eq. (3.29) and Eq. (3.31) leads to the inaccurate prediction 

of equally-spaced dif&acted orders; 2) when a dif&acted order of finite width is located 

near ± 90 degrees, the predicted diffracted intensity (or irradiance) exhibits a 

discontinuity that is an unacceptable non-physical phenomenon; 3) the predicted angular 

width of the dif&acted orders do not indicate the broadening that occurs with increasing 

dif&action angle;^° and 4) the diffraction efficiencies of the propagating orders are not 
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adjusted to account for the "Wood's anomaly" effect of redistributing the energy 

associated with evanescent orders among the remaining propagating orders/' This has 

led some authors to state that scalar theory imposes energy upon the evanescent 

diffracted orders.^ We will show that it is not scalar theory, but the unnecessary paraxial 

approximation, that leads to this misconception. 

We will now use a non-paraxial model (based on results in the following Section 

3.5) to predict some non-intuitive effects of wide-angle diffraction phenomena. In 

addition, some of the previously mentioned misconceptions caused by paraxial treatments 

will be discussed. 

The complex amplitude transmittance of a thin sinusoidal phase grating used in 

transmission can be written as 

t{x,y) = &cp{i^smi27dI. (3.33) 

Here we have scaled the spatial variables by the wavelength of light 
A 

(•^ = 5ij.y=^,'^ = %)so that the reciprocal variables in Fourier transform space will be 

the direction cosines of the propagation vectors of the resulting plane wave 

components.^"''* The parameter a again represents the peak-to-peak excursion of the 

phase delay introduced by transmitting through the grating. (Note that in this case we 

have ignored the factor that represents the average phase delay introduced in passing 

through the grating.) The diffraction grating analysis can be simplified by use of the 

following mathematical identity. 

exp[/—sin(ItdcId)\= '^J„(al2)expiilTonx/d). (3.34) 
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As emphasized later in Eq. (3.71) of Section (3.5), the diffracted radiance is given 

where Uis the complex amplitude distribution (relative to the converging 

spherical reference wavefront) emerging from the grating. However, to satisfy the law of 

conservation of energy the radiance curve must be multiplied by the factor K. This is the 

physics behind the redistribution of energy from the evanescent orders to the propagating 

orders (i.e. the Wood's anomaly phenomenon). 

Again assuming that a Gaussian beam of width b is incident upon the sinusoidal 

phase grating at normal incidence. 

by 

(3.35) 

^o(^>i') = Gaus T- t(x, ,j),) = Gaus| — y ./„(a/2)exp(/2;zmx/fi0 . (3.36) 

From the convolution theorem of Fourier transform theory we have 

^ ( x , y ) }  =  b '  G a u s ( A J 1 2 ) e x p ( / 2 ; z m x / d )  (3.37) 

or 

Gaus(i;7) ® '^J,(al2)S(a-mld,p) (3.38) 

9P,(.x,y)] = b- |;y,(<i/2)Gaus[4(a (3.39) 
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Thus, fromEq. (3.35), 

L(a,>3) = ^J„{a/2)Giax^ka-m/d, (3.40) 

If it is assumed that b >> d, there is negligible overlap between the various diffracted 

orders (i.e., no cross-terms), and the diffracted radiance distribution is given by 

f^jJia/2)G3.us'[Ha-m/l J3)]. (3.41) 
^ rrr= -<c 

Hence, a sinusoidal reflection grating (period d = 1.95 X) and a normally incident 

Gaussian beam (width b = I2X) results in the predicted radiance distribution illustrated in 

Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11. These results are very similar to the results given in Fig. 3.9 

except that here we are plotting diffracted radiance in both in diffracted angle space and 

direction cosine space. Note that the diffracted orders are equally spaced in direction 

cosine space. In addition, discontinuities in radiance are allowed at 

CX = ±l {0 = ±9Odegrees). 
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Figure 3.10: Diffracted radiance distribution (in diffracted angle space) as a 

function of groove depth produced by a thin sinusoidal phase grating 

of period d = and a normally incident Gaussian beam with 

width h = 12X (predicted by the non-paraxial model). 
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Figure 3.11: Diffracted radiance distribution (in. direction cosine space) as a 

function of groove depth produced by a thin sinusoidal phase grating 

of period d = 1.95X and a normally incident Gaussian beam with 

width b = I2X (predicted by the non-paraxial model). 

For example, recall that for a Lambertian reflector radiance is constant over the 

entire hemisphere. To calculate the intensity distribution, we then apply Lambert's 

Cosine Law 

I {a, P) - L{a., P) cos^ . (3.42) 

This causes the intensity distribution to gracefully fall to zero at 

a = ±l (0 = ± 90 degrees). The predicted intensity distribution as a function of groove 

depth and diffracted angle is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13. 
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Figure 3.12: Diffracted intensity distribution (in diffracted angle space) as a 

function of groove depth produced by a thin sinusoidal phase grating 

of period d = L95X and a normally incident Gaussian beam with b = 

12X (predicted by the non-araxial model). 
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Figure 3.13: Diffracted intensity distribution (in direction cosine space) as a 

function of groove depth produced by a thin sinusoidal phase grating 

of period d = 1.95X and a normally incident Gaussian beam with b = 

72/1 (predicted by the non-paraxial model) 

3.4.4 Functional Form of DifEracted Orders 

To avoid imposing the Fresnel and Fraunhofer paraxial restrictions on R-S 

diffraction theory, the spherical wave in Eq. (3,9) must not be approximated. In other 

words, all terms from the binomial expansion discussed in Section 3.2 must be retained. 

This can be accomplished simply by rewriting the spherical wave factor as part of a 

generalized pupil function. It has been shown by Harvey'^ that this pupil function can be 

represented such that it contains phase variations that resemble conventional aberrations. 
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but are aberrations due only to the di£fraction process itself. In fact, any departures of the 

actual diffracted wave field firom thatpredictedhy simply taking the Fourier transform of 

the aperture will have the same functional form as the conventional wavefront aberrations 

of imaging systems. 

For the specific configuration where the incident radiation is a spherical wave 

centered on the observation hemisphere (shown previously in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4), all 

on-axis, diffraction-induced aberrations are zero. The only off-axis, diffraction-induced 

aberrations that exist are astigmatism and coma. The wavelength-normalized optical path 

difference introduced by the diffraction-induced coma and astigmatism is given by 

W •-
OPD = W = — = cos  ̂+ W^h-p- cos- , (3.43) 

where is the wavelength-normalized aberration coefficient for coma, is the 

wavelength-normalized aberration coefficient for astigmatism, h is the normalized field 

coordinate of the observation/field point, p is the normalized pupil coordinate (also 

wavelength-normalized) and 0 is the rotation angle located in the pupil (at the diffracting 

surface). The wavelength-normalized aberration coefficients, representing the number of 

units of the specific wavefront error, are given by'® 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

and 

1̂31 = 

r •, 
= - - B -

221 A'ma fi-T 
H '  
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where r is the radius of the observation hemisphere normalized by the wavelength, d is 

the aperture diameter normalized by the wavelength, and is the sine of the largest 

diffraction angle of interest. 

If the radius of the observation hemisphere is large compared to the size of the 

diffracting apertuie, tLen the phase variations in the aperture have small amplitudes and 

the diffraction-induced aberration effects are negligible. Without significant aberration 

effects, the functional form of the diffracted orders will be fundamentally the same as the 

PSF given previously in Fig. 2.7 in Section 2.4.1 and LSI Fourier theory can then be 

applied. 

However, the radius of the observation hemisphere must be at least 1000 times the 

size of the diffracting aperture (F-number > 1000) for the aberration effects to be less 

than A/4 at the scatter angles of +/- 90 degrees. Many practical applications of interest 

have much smaller f-numbers than 1000. Thus, it is important to understand how 

significant the aberration effects will be. Fig 3.14 through Fig. 3.16 illustrates the 

amount of waves of astigmatism and coma present at each diffraction angle (image field 

angle) for F-numbers that range from one to 25. 

Note that astigmatism is plotted on the left y-axis and coma is plotted on the right 

y-axis. These axes only have the same scale in Fig. 3.16. Note that astigmatism always 

dominates coma even at extremely small diffraction angles. However, for an F/1 beam, 

as shown in Fig. 3.16, the effects from coma dominate the effects from astigmatism out to 

about 30 degrees. These figures clearly illustrate that, for a system with an F-number 

even as large as 25, the diffraction-induced aberrations can have a very dramatic effect on 

the functional form of the diffraction orders even at relatively small diffraction angles. 
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DIFFRACTION-INDUCED ABERRATIONS (F/25, X =0^ n/n) 
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Figure 3.14: Plot of the amount of diffraction-induced coma and astigmatism for 

a diffracting aperture with an incident spherical wavefront and a 

hemispherical observation space for an F-number of 25. 
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Figure 3.15: Plot of the amount of dif&action-induced coma and astigmatism for 

a diffracting aperture with an incident spherical wavefront and a 

hemispherical observation space for an F-rmmber of 10. 
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Figure 3.16: Plot of the amount of diflfraction-induced coma and astigmatism for 

a diffracting aperture with an incident spherical wavefront and a 

hemispherical observation space for an F-number of 1. 
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Experimental measurements were performed to verify that these large levels of 

aberration were present. Luckily, astigmatism is the dominant error for most situations, 

because it provides a simple means for verifying that these theoretical predictions are 

correct. Fig. 3.17 illustrates the effect astigmatism has on a generic optical system.^ 

Object Point 

Figure 3.17: Illustration of the sagittal and tangential foci due to astigmatism. 

As indicated in Fig. 3.17, astigmatism produces 2 very distinct, observable foci ~ the 

sagittal and tangential focal lines. The amount of astigmatism present in an optical 

system can be found directly by measuring the distance between these two foci, Az, 

using the following equation:^* 

Optical System 

Tangential 
Fan of Rays 

Principal Ray 

Sagittal 
Fan of Rays 

Tangential Image 
(Focal Line) 

(3.46) 
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A sinusoidal reflection grating with a spatial period of 0.833 pun was measured, 

using in a converging beam of light (producing an F-50 beam) as shown schematically in 

Fig. 3.18. 

y 

Location of 
+1 order ̂  

Zero order 

Zero order 

0m 

Reflective 
diffiBction 
grating 

Observation 
hemisphere 

>• 

Incident 
Beam 

Figure 3.18: Schematic of reflective diffraction grating with an incident, 

converging spherical wavefront and a hemispherical observation 

space producing an F-rmmber of 50. 
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For non-aormal incidence, Eq. (3.45) becomes^' 

.2^ 
(3.47) 

where r is the radius of the observation hemisphere normalized by the wavelength, d is 

the aperture diameter normalized by the wavelength, p is the sine of the largest 

difiBraction angle of interest, and P^ is the sine of the incident angle. Solving for ±e 

number of waves of error, instead of the units of error, results in 

-Pl)- (3.48) 
8r 

Theoretical and experimentally determined values of for various incident 

angles,0,, and diffracted angles,^, are tabulated in Table 3.2 along with the distance 

between the sagittal and tangential focus locations, Az, based on Eq. (3.46). These 

experimental results indicate extremely good agreement with that predicted from the 

Harvey-Shack diffraction theory. 

Table 3.2: Astigmatism; theoretical predictions compared to experimental measurements. 

S, (deg) 0 (deg.) Po Az (mm) 

(e.xperiinentai) 

^222 

(theoretical) 

% error 

0.00 49.40 0.000 0.7593 280 22.777 22.124 2.87 

-4.00 56.00 0.697 0.8291 340 26.965 26.865 0.37 

-7.39 62.61 0.1286 0.8879 385 30.493 30.420 0.24 

-10.29 69.71 0.1786 0.9379 425 33.492 33.581 -0.27 

-12.53 llAl 0.2169 0.9762 460 35.790 36.346 -1.55 
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Clearly, the aberrations present in the dii&acted orders is additional evidence that 

non-paraxial dif&action phenomena cannot be accurately modeled with the commonly 

used Fourier techniques that are only valid within the paraxial region.*" The more 

complete Fourier approach suggested by Harvey must be utilized; I) the diffraction 

process must be plotted in a-P space and 2) the diffraction-induced aberration effects 

must be included as part of a generalized pupil function. 

3.5 RADIANCE: A FUNDAMENTAL QUANTITY IN NON-PARAXIAL 

SCALAR DIFFRACTION THEORY 

In this section, it will be shown that radiance is a fundamental quantity in non-

paraxial scalar diffraction theory. However, initially the definitions of a few radiometric 

quantities will be briefly reviewed. In the past, physicists have generally used the word 

intensity to mean the flow of energy per unit area per unit time. However, by 

international, if not universal agreement, that term is slowly being replaced by the 

radiometric word irradiance^^'^ 

dP 
Irradiance = E = (watts/area). (3.49) 

dAc 

Irradiance is thus defined as the radiant power density incident upon a collecting surface 

(thus the subscript c), and radiant exitance is the radiant power density leaving the 

surface of a source (thus the subscript s) or diffracting aperture, and is defined as 

Radiant Exitance = M = (watts/area). 
dAs 

(3.50) 
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Radiant intensity, on the other hand, is power per unit solid angle radiated from a 

source (particularly a point source or source that has negligible area compared to the 

square of the viewing distance)^'*^ 

dP 
Radiant Intensity = I = (watts /steradian). (3.51) 

d(Oc 

Moreover, radiance, the radiometric analog to the more familiar photometric term 

brightness, is defined as radiant power per imit solid angle per unit projected source area. 

The quantity radiance is used to characterize an extended source, that is, one that has 

appreciable area compared to the square of the viewing distance. In differential form 

P 
Radiance = L = (watts/steradian-proj. area), (3.52) 

dco^ dAj cos 

where corresponds to the angle between the observation vector and the surface normal 

vector. Re-arranging the above defining equation for radiance, and noting that 

dcO(^ = dA(, cos Of. I r' and dco^ = dA^ cos 9^ / r~, the following double differential is 

obtained: 

^2 ^ ^ cos^e dAc cosdr 
d P = L dAg cos^j L dco^ dA^. cos0^ . (3.53) 

r  ̂

Here r is the distance between the source and the collector as illustrated in Fig. 3.19. 

This equation can be considered to be the fimdamental theorem of radiometry as it 

describes the radiant power transfer between an elemental source, and an elemental 

collector. 
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Source 

dA, 

Collector 

Figure 3.19: Geometrical configuration used to demonstrate the fundamental 

theorem of radiometry from which the quantity radiance is obtained. 

If the diffracting aperture of Figure 3.4 is considered the radiant source, and the 

observation hemisphere the collector, Eq. (3.53) can be integrated once with respect to 

the projected source area to obtain the diffracted intensity 

dP 
I = = f Lcose, dA, . (3.54) 

Q(Q j C As 

Alternatively, Eq. (3.53) can be integrated once with respect to the collector solid angle 

and obtain an expression for the exitance of the diffracting aperture 

dp 1 
M =  — =\L COS0, dO), = — flcos ,̂ dA^ . (3.55) 

Finally, if the double differential of Eq. (3.53) is integrated once with respect to 

the source solid angles, dco^, the result shows that the irradiance on a hemispherical 
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observation surface is just the intensity divided by the square of the radius of the 

hemisphere, 

^ = (3 56) 
CO.  ̂ A. 

The radiant power leaving the diffracting aperture is given by 

P=x^Y\p^{x,y,zJ^<&  ̂ (3.57) 

Rayleigh's (Parseval's) theorem from Fourier transform theory states that the integral over 

all space of the squared modulus of any function is equal to the integral over all space of 

the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of that function/^'^' (This is essentially a 

mathematical statement of the conservation of energy.) Applying this theorem to Eq. 

(3.57) yields 

P  =  ^ ' ]  ] \ U £ 4 ,  =  X -  j i ̂\jjx.y.zj\dcdl3  ̂ (3.58) 

The Fourier transform that occurs in the right hand side of Eq. (3.58) represents 

the direction cosine spectnun of the diffracting aperture. This Fourier transform 

produces direction cosine components that fall both inside the unit circle {cr~ < I) and 

outside the unit circle (ar+ 0 > 7). However, the direction cosine components that lie 

outside of the unit circle are evanescent (imaginary) and do not contribute to the total 

diffracted radiant power, P. Only those components that lie within the unit circle contain 

radiant power or energy. (The use of direction cosine diagrams in describing diffraction 
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grating behavior will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.) Thus, integrating only 

over this unit circle, a value for power would be obtained that is a fraction of the total 

power P, 

Pf=^'\ (3.59) 

and this would violate the law of conservation of energy. Therefore, this must be 

accounted for by multiplying the results in Eq. (3.59) by the ratio ^ to assure 

conservation of energy. The correct radiant power on the observation hemisphere is then 

found by the following equation; 

P = (3,60) 
"•-Vl-ct" 

Assuming circular synunetry, the radiant power on the observation hemisphere 

can be equivalently written as an integral with respect to different parameters; 

• the solid angle of the observation hemisphere, ot, integrated from 0 to Iti 

• the geometrical angles, 6 and (J), integrated from 0 to 2K and 0 to 7c/2, respectively®^ 

dP ^ .  -fj( dP ^ 

0 

(3.61) 

Looking back at Eq. (3.54), I can be substituted for dP/dcok to arrive at 

P = \l{co)da}  ̂ = J \lie,(fi)smeded(  ̂
0 0 

(3.62) 
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From geometrical considerations, the relationships 

a =sin^cos^ (3.63) 

and 

P = sindsin^ (3.64) 

are found to be true. (Appendix B will discuss the details of these geometrical 

relationships.) Combining the derivatives of both Eq. (3 .63) and Eq. (3 .64) results in 

As shown in Eq. (3.62), it is well accepted that an integral presented in terms of 

one coordinate system and its respective integration limits can be rewritten in terms of 

another coordinate system with its respective integration limits. Using this approach ,and 

the relationship found in Eq. (3.65), Eq. (3.62) can be rewritten as an integral with respect 

to the direction cosines, a and 3, and their respective integration limits. 

— ddd^ - c.Q%6im.Bd6d((f - yimOdddij). (3.65) 
de d<(> d((> de 

(3.66) 

Multiplying and dividing the right hand side of Eq. (3.60) by Y(OC,P), the result can then 

be equated to the right hand side of Eq. (3.66) 
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(3.67) 
-•-v^? ' ° ' '' -'.jh 

By inspecting Eq. (3.67) and using the definition given in Eq. (3.51), diffracted intensity 

with respect to a hemispherical observation surface is then given by 

/(a,jS) = ^X^Y^\jJx,y-zo]^ . (3.68) 

Substituting this into Eq. (3.54) results in the following general relationship for non

uniform illumination; 

A 

LcosO^ dA,=X X-y \jjx,y-, z,;| (3.69) 

If the source is assumed to be a uniformly illuminated diffracting aperture, and if the 

phase variations in the diffracting aperture are assumed to have homogenous and 

isotropic statistics, then the radiance, L, is not a function of the location in the aperture. 

If, in addition, the observation distance is large compared to the diffracting aperture, then 

IL cos9j dAj w L cosdj |dA^ =L A^ cos0^ (3.70) 
A, A, 

Substituting Eq.(3.70) into Eq. (3.69), dividing by the area of the diffracting 

aperture. As, and noting that / = cos ̂ 5, the following expression is obtained for the 

diffracted radiance on a hemispherical observation surface 
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X 

= 0 for (af^+y^ >/). (3.71) 

It is a well documented fact that the irradiance distribution on a plane in the far-field, 

Fraunhofer region of a diffracting aperture is given by the squared modulus of the Fourier 

transform of the complex amplitude distribution emerging from a diffracting aperture^'*^ 

(3.72) 

Here U q (x,j/) = U q {x,y)t^ix, y )  is the complex amplitude distribution emerging 

from the diffracting aperture of complex amplitude transmittance t^{x,y). 'p{ } denotes 

the Fourier transform operation. The spatial frequencies a and ^ are the reciprocal 

variables for x and y in Fourier transform space. 

However, the results of this section have shown that the squared modulus of the 

Fourier transform of the complex amplitude distribution emerging from the diffracting 

aperture jdelds diffracted rcuUance, not irradiance or intensity. Furthermore, Eq. (3.71), 

unlike the more familiar Eq. (3.72), is not restricted to small diffraction angles. (It will 

be shown in Section 3.5 that when the radius of the observation hemisphere is much 

larger than the diameter of the diffracting aperture, diffraction-induced aberration effects 

can be ignored.) It is clear that changes in the angle of incidence of the radiation 

illuminating the diffracting aperture will then merely result in a shift of the radiance 

fiinction in direction cosine space. 
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L{a,p-p„^ = Yo 1^exp(/2;r^„y)j|" for ior+ ̂ < /) 

= 0 foT(ct+^>I). (3.73) 

In order to calculate diffracted intensity to compare with experimental 

measurements (radiance is not a directly measurable quantity), one needs to multiply Eq. 

(3.73) by / as indicated by the relationship between Eq. (3.68) through Eq. (3.71) 

/(a, ̂  = Yor ̂  >^^1?Zi) exp(/2;r;0J)f for (or- j3^ < I). 

= 0 for (cr ̂  J3^> I) (3 .74) 

where y = cos Bs is Lambert's cosine law. This angle is the scatter angle as measured 

from the surface normal. 

3.6 STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES AND MISUSE OF DIFFRACTION 

THEORIES 

Previously in this chapter, the R-S and the F-K scalar diffraction theories were 

shown to have identical functional forms except for an obliquity factor. The R-S and F-K 

theories provide an accurate mathematical means for describing how light is diffracted by 

an aperture. However, the mathematical integrals involved are quite cumbersome and 

difficult to solve in most practical applications. In order to make the mathematics 

simpler, Fresnel and Fraunhofer approximations are often made. As with any model that 

uses approximations, it is extremely important to define the region over which the 

approximations are valid. For both the Fresnel and Fraunhofer approaches, this region is 

limited to very small angles about the optical axis. 
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Many realizable optical systems are required to operate over much larger angles 

than those for which the Fresnel and Fraunhofer approaches apply. To get around these 

small angle limitations Harvey utilized an a-P coordinate system and direction-cosine 

space to find the exact solution for wide-angle diffraction. Harvey went on to modify his 

theory for the specific case of a spherical wavefront and a hemispherical observation 

space. He showed that when the diffraction-induced aberrations coma and astigmatism 

were ignored, his theory could be rewritten in terms of a LSI system. However, in doing 

so, unless coma and astigmatism effects were indeed negligible, his result no longer gave 

the exact solution for diffraction over the entire hemisphere. Nevertheless, it represented 

a significant improvement over the very restrictive Fresnel or Fraunhofer approximations. 

Care must still be taken when implementing Harvey's LSI technique because many 

realizable optical systems (especially low F-niunber systems) are ultimately limited by 

these diffraction-induced aberrations. 

Deficiencies usually attributed to classical scalar diffraction theories often stem 

from a misunderstanding and misuse of the theories. This chapter showed that these 

"shortcomings" can be explained by simply understanding where these small angle 

restrictions come from and what they mean with respect to the radiometry of the 

situation. By merely making some simple radiometric-based modifications to the 

existing scalar diffraction theories, these theories can provide accurate results in the very 

broad range of diffraction scenarios. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4 SCATTERfNG FROM OPTICAL SURFACES 

Diffraction and scattering are often thought of as being separate phenomena. 

However, it is common to model the topography of a scattering surface as a series of 

overlapping, sinusoidal phase gratings of difTerent amplitudes, spatial periods and 

was described in Chapter 3 is also applicable to scattering surfaces. Fig. 4.1 is a 

schematic of the scattering process for a surface that is illuminated with a normally 

incident test beam. This illustrates how light is scattered into angles that range from +90 

to -90 degrees from the specularly reflected beam. Light that is scattered into angles 

greater than 90 degrees is evanescent and will not propagate. 

orientations.^^ Therefore, the non-paraxial behavior of sinusoidal diffraction gratings that 

Specularly 
4 Reflected 

Inddei 
Ughi 

P 

OpHcal Surface Irregularities 

Figure 4.1: A scattering surface illuminated with a normally incident beam will 

scatter light into angles that range from +90 to -90 degrees. 
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The traditional way of thinlcing about diffraction is that it is mathematically 

deterministic and describes the effect of gratings, apertures and other types of obstacles 

that obscure and optical beam. Scatter, on the other hand, is thought of as random in 

nature and is thus usually treated statistically as a random process. However, as both 

diffraction and scatter are closely looked at, it is apparent the mathematical treatment for 

both stems from the classical wave theories of light. In particular, the scalar versions of 

the scatter theories presented in this section are based on either the Fresnel-Kirchoff (F-

K) or the RayleighSommerfeld (RS) treatments. 

As indicated in Chapter 3, implicit in both the Fresnel and the Fraunhofer 

approximations to the RS theory is a paraxial limitation that restricts their use to small 

diffraction angles and small angles of incidence. This paraxial limitation severely restricts 

the conditions under which diffraction phenomena, and thus scatter phenomena (since 

they are inherently the same phenomena) are adequately described using scalar 

approaches. The grating examples illustrated in Section 3.4 showed that many of the 

limitations usually attributed to scalar diffraction theory are really the result of 

unnecessary paraxial approximations, and not limitations inherent to scalar theory. In 

much the same way as the diffraction theories discussed in Chapter 3, many scatter 

theories also have small angle restrictions that limit their applicability only to paraxial 

angles. 

In Section 3.1, the fundamentals surrounding the mathematical development of 

the classical, scalar diffraction theories of light were reviewed. In particular special 

attention was paid to the source of the obliquity factor in the theories and the common 

approximations used for this factor. It was shown that by approximating the obliquity 

factor by one, Fresnel and Fraunhofer scalar diffraction theories produce radiance, not 

intensity or irradiance. In this section, a similar treatment will be provided for some 

classical, surface scatter theories. 
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4.1 CLASSICAL SURFACE SCATTER THEORIES 

The scatter community has used either vector or scalar scatter theories to explain 

scatter from the topography present on fabricated optical surfaces. Some surface scatter 

theories have the ability to completely predict polarization characteristics of 

electromagnetic fields. If they have a means to preserve the polarization information of 

the incident as well as the scattered light, they are usually referred to as being vector in 

nature. If they do not predict any polarization results, then they are considered scalar in 

nature. In general, the effect of applying a scalar treatment to a scattering scenario is that 

the polarization of the scattered field and the incident field are ignored. In certain cases, 

this polarization information is important and needs to be preserved. However, in certain 

test configurations some approximations can be made by specifying the polarization state 

of the incident field and using the average surface reflectance for specific incidence 

angles. This simplifies the practical application of these vector theories and makes them 

quasi-vector" in nature. In particular, it has been shown that if the incident field is purely 

s-polarized (orthogonal to the plane of incidence (PLIN)), then if the scattered field is 

measured in the PLIN, it will be of the same polarization as the incident field.'" 

The two main approaches that are primarily used for surface scatter calculations 

are some version of either the classical Rayleigh-Rice" (R-R) or the Beckmann-

BCirchofif®^ (B-K) theories. These approaches can be expressed as either vector, quasi-

vector, or scalar in form. Except for pointing out a few details pertaining to the vector 

versions of these theories, most of this treatment will be strictly concerned with a scalar 

treatment. 
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4.1.1 Rayleigh-Rice Vector Perturbation. Scatter Theory 

The vector perturbation approach of Rayieigh-Rice (R-R) takes the approach of 

satisfying the exact boundary condition at an infinitely conducting surface. Because no 

approximations are made with respect to satisfying this boundary condition, it is often feh 

that the R-R approach to modeling surface scatter is the most complete and, therefore, the 

most preferable method available. However, in satisfying the exact boundary condition, 

the R-R approach produces an infinite set of linear equations with an infinite number of 

unknown coefBcients. These equations are not practical to use except in certain cases 

where severe approximations can be applied and the number of equations are thus 

reduced. For instance, when the surface under test is smooth, as compared to the test 

wavelength, the series will converge to something practically manageable. 

In addition, since the R-R is a vector approach, its formulation contains a Q-factor 

called the reflectivity polarization factor^ This factor is cumbersome and not easy to 

evaluate. However, in the specific case of metallic coated surfaces a simplifying 

approximation can be made. Since these surfaces have a high reflectance, it is common 

to substitute the average surface reflectance at a specific incidence angle for the 

reflectivity polarization factor. This has the effect of modifying the R-R vector theory 

into a quasi-vector treatment that is much easier to implement, while at the same time not 

introducing significant error in the results. 

This classical R-R theory agrees well with experimental observations for scatter 

from "smooth" surfaces for all angles of incidence, scattered angles, and spatial 

frequency errors.'"* Although this theory can also be applied to rougher surfaces, it is 

mathematically cumbersome to use unless the surface-height deviations have amplitudes 

less than X/100, where X, is the test wavelength, and surface slopes are less than one. 

Although these restrictions do not preclude modeling scatter from most optical mirror 

surfaces, there is a wide array of other types of surfaces that cannot be modeled using this 
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approach. Often, for rougher surfaces some semblance of a BCirchofif theoretical approach 

is used. 

4.1.2 Beckmaxin-Kirchoff Scatter Theory 

The scattering theory approach used of Beckmann and Spizzichino^^ is based on 

the Fresnel-Kirchofif (F-K) dif&action theory. In this approach, the field and its normal 

derivative are approximated by the values that would exist on a plane tangent to each 

point on the surface. Multiple scattering and shadowing effects are not taken into 

account with this theory. Therefore, it is questionable if the theory can accurately predict 

scatter when surfaces contain steep slope errors or incident angles are large. 

The classical F-K approach does not allow for exact polarization treatment of the 

scattering from rough surfaces. Since it does not retain any information about the 

polarization of the diffracted field, it is often said to be restricted to only predicting scalar 

results. However, a modified F-K approach, referred to as the Beckmann-Kirchoff^^ (B-

K) approach, does retain some polarization information. The vector nature of the B-K 

theory is contained in a factor called plane-surface local reflection coefficient^ 

However, similarly to replacing the Q-factor in the R-R approach, the plane-surface local 

reflection coefficient found in the B-K theory can be replaced by the average surface 

reflectance. This has the effect of making the B-K theory into a quasi-vector approach. 

In formulating the B-K theory, the boundary conditions were postulated or 

approximated, not solved for exactly as in the R-R approach. Where the R-R approach 

was restricted to only smooth surfaces, the classical theory of B-K is said to be 

appropriately applicable to rougher surfaces, where surface errors have amplitudes up to 

X/20. In addition, this theory is said to be accurate only for small angles of incidence and 

for scatter occurring at small, paraxial angles (angles within +/- 20 degrees from 
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no 
Specular). Thus, although the B-K theory is easier to apply to rough sur&ces than the 

R-R theory, it has the limitation that it has small-angle assumptions inherent in its 

derivation. It is precisely because of these assumptions that the B-K theory is often seen 

to have limited ability to accurately handle wide-angle scatter, large angles of incidence, 

or rough surfaces. It is a common view that only a rigorous vector or coupled wave 

approach will produce accurate scatter predictions in these cases. Indeed, some reported 

results show classical B-K scalar theory inadequately predicts scatter.'' 

The B-K approach provides explicit equations to use for predicting the scatter 

from perio<Acally rough (deterministic) surfaces. Except for the simplifying case of a 

surface with Gaussian statistics, when it comes to the B-K models for random rough 

surfaces, explicit solutions are not discussed in the literature.Thus, the 

implementation of the B-K theory for arbitrary random rough surfaces is not 

straightforward. However, by requiring that the surface have both Gaussian surface 

height distributions and Gaussian surface autocovariance functions, the B-K theory does 

provide two explicit solutions. 

The test surface, ^(x,y), can be represented by a random variable that is normally 

distributed with a zero mean and a variance of o^. Then the distribution of the surface 

heights can be represented by the probability density function'"' 

(4.1) 
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Since the sur&ce has a mean value of zero, the standard deviation and rms surface 

roughness are both represented by a. We also assume that the surface is isotropic such 

that w(z) is the same in all directions over the surface. Given that the characteristic 

function, ;jf(u), of a distribution p{z) is defined as 

Z{o)=\p(,zy''dz, (4.2) 

the characteristic function that corresponds to the surface height distribution given in Eq. 

(4.1) is 

-gy 
Z,(u,) = e =e (4.3) 

where 

g  =  ( v , a ) - =  (cos(9„+cos<9)-. (4.4) 

In Eq. (4.3) u, = -k(cos0g + cos0) where k = . In addition, 6^ is the incident angle 

of the test beam and 6 is the observation or scatter angle. 

Although the function given in Eq. (4.3) provides information about the 

magnitude and statistics of the surface heights, it does not describe anything about the 

distances between the hills and valleys of the surface topography. The two-dimensional 

normal distribution of two random variables [assumed by ^ at two different points, = 

^(xi,yi) and ^2 = ^(xz.yi), separated by a distance x] that both have mean values of zero, 

variances of and normalized autocovariance functions (ACV's) of C, is 

r..f-2Cr.,,.r|/ ^ ^ 
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Given that the characteristic fimctioo, ^ two-dimensional distribution 

p(zi, z,) is defined as 

00 CO 

2-2 (FI, U,) = J JP(R,, Z, (4.6) 
~«0-€0 

Then, if y, = -u, = y., the characteristic function of the distribution given in Eq. (4.5) is 

ZzCi^,) = . (4.7) 

If the surface ACV is a normal Gaussian, then the normalized ACV is 

C(T) = e'^'^\ (4.8) 

where r is the distance between two points on the surface and T is the correlation length, 

which corresponds to the distance at which C(r) is equal to e"^ 

Note that the only inputs required for both characteristics functions given in Eq. 

(4.3) and Eq. (4.7) are the rms surface roughness, a, and the autocorrelation length of the 

surface ACV function, T. The relationship between these two quantities and the 

topography of an optical surface is shown in Fig 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: The relationship between the Gaussian surface height distribution, 

the normal Gaussian surface ACV and the scattering surface for the 

B-K theory. 

Scattered intensity can be written in polar coordinates as a function of the 

characteristic functions given in Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.6: 

,-1 0 

«0-C(r)) 

0 

(4.9) 

where A is the illuminated surface area, is a zero order Bessel function of the first 

kind. 
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and 

(4.11) 

For a surface that has topography that is "smooth" to "medium-rough", an infinite-

series solution of Eq. (4.9) is given by 

The magnitude of the roughness of the surface, with respect to the test wavelength, will 

determine how many terms of this solution are needed. On the other hand, when the 

surface is very rough, as compared to the test wavelength, the following solution is given; 

This theory is not easy to apply in practice unless 1) the surface imder test has 

periodic (deterministic) roughness or 2) the surface is randomly rough with Gaussian 

surface statistics. Even when the surface has Gaussian surface statistics, it is arduous to 

determine how many terms of the infinite series solution need to be included in the 

model. Therefore, there is a need for a more easily implemented theoretical approach. 

The Harvey-Shack surface scatter theory offers one such approach. 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 
Ag 
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4.1.3 Harvey-Shack Scatter Theory 

The Harvey-Shack {HS) theory is a Fourier-based, scattering theory that was 

derived from classical Rayleigh-Sommerfeld dif&action theory. Harvey and Shack 

developed a linear systems approach to modeling sur&ce scatter phenomena'°^'°^ by 

considering scatter to be a scalar diffraction process that results from random phase 

variations present on the sur&ce of an optic. Harvey developed a theoretical basis for 

presenting scattered radiance data in direction cosine space, as shown in Fig. 4.3, by 

showing that certain classes of diffraction phenomena are shift-invariant with respect to 

incident angle when formulated in terms of the direction cosines of the propagation 

vectors. 
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of scattered intensity on the hemisphere versus 

scattered radiance in direction cosine space. 
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The H-S theory had originally been developed to model scatter from smooth 

surfaces for normally incident optical systems.'®^''°^ Later it was «ctended to model 

effects for smooth surface gracing incidence x-ray systems.'"® Although there was no 

explicit smooth surface approximation made in the derivation of this theory, as was the 

case for the BS approach, multiple scattering and shadowing effects are not explicitly 

taken into account Therefore, when surfaces contain steep slope enors or incident angles 

are large, it is questionable if the H-S theory can accurately predict scatter. The H-S 

approach lead to the derivation of a "surface transfer function" which relates the 

scattering properties to the surface topography. It requires only the surface rms 

roughness and the surface autocovariance function as input. The relationship between 

these two quantities and the scattering surface in H-S notation is shown in Fig 4.4. 

C(?) 

AUTOCOVARIANCE 
FUNCTION SURFACE 

HEIQHT SURFACE 
HEIGHT 

DISTRIBUTION 

Figure 4.4: The relationship between the Gaussian surface height distribution, the 

surface ACV and the scattering surface for the H-S theory 

The surface transfer function is written as 

(4.14) 
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where is the normalized autocovariance function of the surface, & - and 

is the surface height variance.'"^ The angle-spread function of the scattering surface is 

then just the Fourier transform of the surface transfer function, 

Sia,/3)=FT{H{x,y)}, (4.15) 

where a, P and y are direction cosines for the x, y and z directions respectively. The 

direction cosines are the cosines of the angles that are formed between the respective axis 

and the propagation vector. The angle-spread function is also the scattered radiance 

distribution and is related to the bi-directional reflection distribution function 

by the following relationship: 

BRDF=RS(a,j3)cc—I(a,P) (4.16) 
r 

In this equation, R is the average reflectance of the sample at a specific incidence angle, 

/ is the cosine of the scattered angle, and /(a, J3) is the radiant intensity. 

4.2 PREVIOUSLY PUBUSHED EXPERIMENTAL DISCREPENCIES 

The inadequacy of existing theories in handling wide-angle scattering and large 

angles of incidence is affirmed by previously published experimental scattered 

intensity^^° fi-om rough surfaces. Previously published experimental results compared to 

classical scalar Beckmann-Kirchoff (B-K) theory show some interesting and, according to 

the authors, rather unexplainable results.' ̂ ' 
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The particular test sample that was used in generating this experimental data was 

quite rough. It had an rms surface roughness of 2.27 nm and a surface ACV length of 

between 20.9 and 21.9 pun. This surface was precisely fabricated to have well-behaved 

and easily measurable Gaussian surface statistics. Scatter measurements were performed 

at two wavelengths, 0.6328 ^m and 10.6 |im, as well as at two incidence angles, 20 and 

70 degrees. Three persistent occurrences in the data are illustrated in Figs. 4.5, 4.6 and 

4.7. 

For the relatively small incidence angles of 20 degrees and for both wavelengths, 

the B-K theory agrees fairly well with the experimental results. However, the authors 

noted that the experimental data was always slightly narrower than that predicted by the 

theory (Fig. 4.5). Although they offered no real explanation, the authors suggested that 

this small, but persistent tendency of the experimental data to be narrower than the theory 

could conceivably be due to a resonance effect. Resonance effects are often thought to be 

apparent when the correlation width of the surface ACV is on the order of the test 

wavelength. 

Increasing the incident angle to 70 degrees produced drastically different results. 

For X = 0.6328 nm, the experimental data smoothly tapered off to zero at the high scatter 

angles, while the B-K theory exhibited a discontinuity at 90 degrees from normal as 

illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The authors suggest that this rather disturbing and unphysical 

discontinuity is due to shadowing and multiple scattering effects. They state: "As far as 

we know, there is no theory available to compare to our results." 

For X = 10.6 nm, the peak of the diffusely scattered component lies inside and to 

the right of the specular direction for both theory and experiment as shown in Fig. 4.7. 

Again, the authors offer no explanation of this unusual effect. We will show that this 

discrepancy and those described with respect to Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 are due to a 

misunderstanding of the B-K scattering theory as presented by Beckmaim and 

Spizzichino. These effects can both be explained by simple scalar theory. 
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Scattered Intensity; W^vslenglh = 10.6 [microns^ inc. ang. = 20 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.5: The experimental data is always more narrow than the B-K theory 

(X = 0.6328 and 10.6 00 = 20°). 
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Scattered Intensity: Wavelength = 0.6328 [microns], inc. ang. = 70 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.6: The experimental data smoothly goes to zero at high scatter angles, 

while the B-K theory exhibits a sharp discontinuity (A,=0.6328 nm, 

00=70°). 
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Scattered Intensity: Wavelength = 10.6 [miaonsl Inc. ang. = 70 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.7: The peak of the diffusely scattered component hes inside of the 

specular direction for both the experimental data and the B-K theory 

(>.=10.6 [un, 00=70°). 

It appears to be incorrect use, rather than deficiencies in the scalar B-K scatter 

theory that have caused the reporting of these erroneous results. Applying the B-K theory 

without its geometrical/obliquity factor in place produces results in terms of scattered 

radiance. If BRDF measurements are recorded, the B-K theory (without its 

geometrical/obliquity factor) should agree well with the experiments. However, as is the 

case in these previously reported results, many experiments measure and report scattered 

intensity results instead of BRDF. To modify their theory from predicting radiance to 

one that predicts intensity, BS did derive an obliquity factor that is a complicated 
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function of both incident and scattered angles. Although this obliquity factor provides a 

step in the right direction, it obviously does not adequately solve the problem. 

4.3 EXAMINING THE "GEOMETRICAI/OBUQUTTY FACTOR" 

It is generally accepted that the scattering process consists of three distinct effects: 

a geometrical effect, a diffraction (surface) effect, and a wavelength (spectral) effect. 

The geometrical aspect of scattering from a surface is said to be represented by the 

different "geometrical/obliquity factors" that accompany the various scattering theories. 

These geometrical/obliquity factors mathematically represent the relationship between 

the propagation vector of a scattered ray of light and the surface normal. 

Figure 4.8: A schematic of the geometry of the scattering process. 

The proper definition of these geometrical/obliquity factors has been a 

controversial topic, with different authors using different approaches and 

assumptions. In particular, three popular versions of the geometrical factor 

exist in the literature: Beckmaim-Spizzichino (B-S), Davies, and Harvey-Shack (H-S). 

Using the integral form of the B-K theory with each one of these geometrical/obliquity 

factors produces different results (similar to the differences between the Rayleigh-
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Sommerfeld and Fresnel-fCirchoff diffraction theories). Because of this, it is important to 

have a better understanding of the source of this geometrical/obliquity factor. 

The Beckmann and Spizzichino treatment of the B-K theory reasons that when 

considering a rough reflective surface, the "local" sur&ce normal, n, for each point on 

the surface is the deciding factor in calculating the necessary geometrical factor. They 

indicate that the "local" surface normal, n, at each point on a rough surface varies as you 

traverse across the surface; the "local" surface normal, n, does not coincide with the 

"mean" surface normal, m. They calculate a geometrical/obliquity factor that has 

become to be known as the "B-S F-factor" which is a fimction of the scattering angle and 

the incident angle. For scatter in the PLIN, the "5-5 F-factor" is 

where 9„ is the incident angle and 6 is the scatter angle 

Davies' treatment, on the other hand, is said to assume that the local surface 

normal more closely follows the mean surface normal."','^" This assumption results in a 

"Davies F-factor" of 

The Harvey-Shack assumption is that the local surface normal coincides with the 

mean surface normal. This makes the "H-S F- factor" equal to one. 

2 

(4.17) 

= (cos^„ + cosO)/COS0 . (4.18) 

(4.19) 
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Using a geometrical factor of one (i.e. the HS F-factor) places a severe small 

angle restriction on the B-K theory, restricting the usefiil application of this approach to 

cases where light is only scattered into small angles about specular. In addition, although 

Beckmann and Spizzichino's observations about the local and mean surface normal not 

coinciding are correct, they are incorrect in assuming that the geometrical factor must be 

a function of the local surface normal. The Davies approach attempts to bridge the gap 

between these other two approaches by allowing the local surface normal to more closely 

follow the local mean normal. However, the Davies geometrical factor produces very 

non-physical results at large scatter angles. 

To compare the effects these different obliquity factor have on the data, the 

integral form of the B-K theory with several possible "F-factors", that have been 

mentioned in the literature, is plotted in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10. The results are compared 

to the previously published experimental data at A, = 10.6 ^m and X = 0.6328 [im 

None of the theoretical curves fit the experimental data very well. Note that the 

B-K theory curves with the Davies and B-S F-factors agree for most angles, and in fact 

have off-specular peaks close to the experimental peak. However, the Davies F-factor 

result has an unphysical increase at large scatter angles due to the l/cos(9s). The HS F-

factor curve does not produce any better results. It is not peaked in the correct place and 

it exhibits an unphysical discontinuity at 90°. The B-S F-factor result has a similar, 

although not as drastic as HS, unphysical discontinuity at 90°. The discontinuity 

produced by the BS result has lead some authors'^' to postulate that this data could be 

corrected by multiplying by a cosine. However, we can see fi-om both Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 

4.10 that multiplying by a cosine has the undesirable effect of shifting the peak of the 

curve to the right of the experimental data. 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of experimental data with the classical B-K theory using 

various F-factors for X = 10.6 and 0 = 70 degrees. 

At X = 0.6328 jim, the theoretical curves are ail over the place, even worse than at 

A, = 10.6 |m. The B-K result using the H-S F-factor of one is not even close to being of 

the correct shape and exhibits quite a large unphysical increase at 90°. The B-K theory 

combined with the Davies F-factor also has an unphysical increase at large scatter angles 

due to the l/cos(9s) factor. Only the B-K theory with the B-S F-fector peaks in the right 

spot, but it still has an unphysical discontinuity at 90°. All the other theoretical curves 

don't peak in the right place. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of experimental data with the classical B-K theory using 

various F-factors for X = 0.6328 pun and 0 = 70 degrees. 

None of the geometrical-factors presented does an accurate job of predicting 

experimental measurements of wide-angle scatter from rough surfaces. However, in 

Section 3.5 it was shown that it is appropriate to use the mean surface normal when 

modeling diffraction when the test or probe beam is much larger than the spatial periods 

of interest. Since scatter and diffraction are produced essentially by the same 

mechanisms, it is appropriate to extend this new understanding to the scattering process. 



Therefore, in Section 4.5, a new geometrical-factor, the cosine obliquity factor, is 

proposed and the theories of B-K and HS are modified. 

4.4 STRENGTHS, WEAJOSTESSES AND MISUSE OF CLASSICAL 

SCATTER THEORIES 

As with the scalar diffraction theories, caution must be used in the arbitrary 

implementation of scalar scatter theories. While the R-R vector perturbation theory 

works extremely well for predicting scatter for smooth surfaces, as the surface gets 

rough, the mathematics quickly become unwieldy, making it impractical to use and 

difficult to obtain accurate results. On the other hand, the B-K and H-S scalar scatter 

theories can both be used to model much rougher surfaces than the R-R theory can 

handle. 

However, the B-K scatter theory appears to not agree well with some published 

experimental data. There appears to be an error inherent in the derivation of the 

geometrical/obliquity factor regardless of which factor (the Davies, B-S or the H-S) is 

used. The error in the geometrical/obliquity factor has the effect of making the B-K 

theory only accurate if scatter only occurs at small angles around the specular beam. 

Because this effect is misunderstood, it continues to cast doubt on the B-K theory's 

ability to accurately handle wide-angle scattering and large angles of incidence. 

By using the a-p space convention and a linear systems approach, Harvey 

represents the scattering process by means of a surface transfer function. However, the 

H-S scatter theory has an intrinsic small angle limitation associated with it. The first 

limitation involves the choice of obliquity factors. However, due to the simple 

mathematics associated with the H-S theory, it shows promise of becoming an all 

inclusive, easy to implement scatter analysis tool if this small angle approximation can be 
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removed. It will be shown in the next section that the H-S theory can be corrected in part 

for this small angle approximation. 

The deficiencies iisiially attributed to the B-K or H-S scalar scatter theories often 

stem from a misunderstanding and misuse of the theories. This work shows that these 

"shortcomings" can be explained by simply understanding what paraxial approximations 

have been made and what they mean with respect to the radiometry of the situation. By 

merely making some simple radiometric-based modifications to the existing H-S and B-K 

scalar scatter theories, these theories are shown to provide accurate results in the very 

broad range of scattering scenarios. 

4.5 MODIFIED SURFACE SCATTER THEORIES COMPARED TO 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Often it is incorrect use, ra&er than deficiencies in scalar scatter theory that 

causes erroneous results. For small angles, normalized versions of both intensity and 

radiance, as well as irradiance, are approximately the same, and comparisons with 

experiment will yield quite good agreement regardless of which quantity is used. 

However, when non-paraxial scatter angles are involved, intensity and radiance depart 

qiiite drastically from each other, with this departure being precisely due to the cosine 

obliquity factor discussed in the previous section. Therefore, by merely understanding 

the difference between intensity and radiance, scalar scatter theory can be correctly 

applied. It will be shown to possess the ability to accurately predict scatter in an 

extremely wide range of test scenarios. 

In Section 3.5, it was shown that the ftmctional form of the radiometric quantity 

radiance differs from intensity and irradiance solely by a cosine geometrical/obliquity 

factor. It was also shown that diffracted radiance, not intensity or irradiance, is a 
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fundamental quantity predicted from non-paraxial scalar diffraction theory. Based on the 

results of this proof, two approaches to modeling non-paraxial scattering behavior for 

arbitrary obliquely incident beams are proposed. 

4.5.1 Modified Beckmann-Kirchofif Scatter Theory 

Despite its common use, B-K theory has been shown to have a small-angle 

limitation inherent in its derivation that is often misunderstood. This limitation makes the 

B-K theory accurate if scatter only occurs at small angles. This inherent limitation has 

understandably cast doubts on the B-K theory's ability to accurately handle wide-angle 

scattering and large angles of incidence. 

By removing the geometrical/obliquity factor (F-factor) used by Beckmann and 

Spizzichino in the B-K theory, then imposing the law of conservation of energy and 

subsequently Lambert's cosine law, a modified B-K scatter theory is produced where the 

result is now expressed as scattered intensity. Depending on the roughness of the surface, 

one of the following equations can be used. For surfaces that range from being "smooth" 

to "medium rough" 

is the appropriate equation to use. On the other hand, if the surface is "rough" as 

compared to the test wavelength, it is more appropriate to use 

I = Kcos0 (4.20) 

(4.21) 
Ag 
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The results of comparing this modified B-K scalar theory to previously published 

experimental results is given in the following three figures (Fig. 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13). 

Scattered Intensity Wavelength = 10.6 [microns], inc. ang. = 20 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.11: The experimental data is no longer more narrow than the B-K theory 

(A.=10.6 [im, 00=20°). 
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Scattered Intensity: Wavelength = 0.6328 [microns], inc. ang. = 70 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.12: The modified B-K theory and the experimental data both smoothly 

go to zero at high scatter angles (^=0.6328 (im, 0o=7O°). 
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Scattered Intensity: Wavelength = 10.6 [microns], inc. ang. = 70 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.13: The peak of the diffusely scattered component lies inside of the 

specular direction for both the experimental data and the modified 

B-K theory. Both the theory and experimental data go smoothly to 

zero at high scatter angles (X=10.6 |ini, 0o=7O°). 

Comparing this modified B-K scalar theory to previously published, unexplained 

experimental results, we now show excellent agreement between theory and 

experiment. We now have a theory that produces excellent agreement for large incidence 

angles and scatter angles, as well as rough surfaces for a wide range of test wavelengths. 

However, this modified B-K theory is only explicitly solved for the case of a surface that 

has a Gaussian surface height distribution function and a normal Gaussian surface ACV. 

Consequently, an approach that is more versatile is desirable. For this reason, the next 

section shows the results of modifying HS approach. 
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4.5.2 Modified Harvey-Shack Scatter Theory 

The HS model is analogous to, and an extension of, the highly successful 

application of the Fourier-based, linear shift-invariant (LSI) systems theory to the 

understanding of image forming systems. This approach is manifested by utilizing a 

surface transfer function (STF) approach to scattering. The fact that not all diffraction 

processes or scattering surfeces of interest exhibit shift-invariant behavior does not 

invalidate the use&lness of a linear systems model. This simple model still provides 

useful engineering calculations of scattered radiation and an idealized behavior from 

which to measure the departure of actual performance (similar to describing the field-

dependent aberrations of nonisoplanatic imaging systems). If departures from shift-

invariant behavior are severe, then diffraction-based aberration effects must be 

included,'^"* with varying levels of aberrations calculated for each field angle of interest. 

If polarization effects are significant for the application at hand, then a more rigorous 

(vector) theoretical treatment is required. 

The Harvey-Shack theory had previously been used to model scatter from smooth 

surfaces for normally incident optical systemsand later for grazing incidence x-ray 

systems.'^" It will be applied here for the first time to these rough surfaces in an attempt 

to explain the noted discrepancies in the previously published experimental data referred 

to in Section 4.2. 
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Comparing the resulting HS solution from Eq. (4.14) to the B-K solution from 

Eq. (4.9) we see that the integrands have similar fiinctional forms. The H-S result is 

exactly the Fourier transform of the function _ i]) ^ while the B-K 

result is similar to the Hankel transform of the fiinction -1]). By comparing 

±ese two fiinctions, it appears that H-S may have used a small angle approximation to 

represent the g used by B-K. By restricting the B-K treatment to small scatter angles, 

such that cos0„ » cos0 we would find that 

(4.22) g = 2K(J 
(COS^O +COS0) 

2;r<7 
(2cos^J 

Restricting the treatment even further to include only small incident angles such that 

cos^„ « 1 we would have 

= {Area)', (4.24) 

which is exactly the version of ^ that the H-S approach uses. 

We modified the H-S approach for this small angle approximation in two different 

ways. First, the part of the function that could be pulled out of the Fourier integral was 

corrected, resulting in modified H-S solution #/: 

S,,{a,fi) = -1]}. (4.25) 

Eq. (4.25) can still be solved by performing a single Fourier transform. However, when 

the part of the fimction that could not be pulled out of the Fourier integral was corrected, 

resulting in modified H-S solution #2, 
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S„(a,/3) = -1]}, (4.26) 

multiple Fourier transforms must now be performed — one for each scatter angle. 

Finally, by imposing the law of conservation of energy on the scattered radiance 

solutions in £q. (4.25) and Eq. (4.26) and using the cosine geometrical/obliquity factor, y, 

from Lambert's cosine law, two alternative modified HS solutions for scattered intensity 

are produced — 

= KyS(a,fi) = K^''-1]), (4.27) 

and 
/.(or.yS) = KrSia,0) = -1]( (4.28) 

The next three figures illustrate the agreement that was found between the 

modified H-S theories, as they predict scattered intensity, and the previously published 

experimental scattered intensity results. 
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Scattered Intensity: wavelength = 10.6 [micronsl, inc. ang. =-20 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.14: Previously published experimental scattered intensity data compared 

to N-S predicted intensity for rough surface with Gaussian statistics 

for X = 10.6 |im and 0o = 20°. 
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Scattered Intensity; wavefength = 0.6328 [microns], inc. ang. = -70 [degrees] 
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Figure 4.15: Previously published experimental scattered intensity data compared 

to H-S predicted intensity for rough surface with Gaussian statistics 

for X = 0.6328 |im and 0o = 70°. 
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Scattered Intensity; wavelength = 10.6 [microns], inc. ang. = -70 [degrees] 

Angle from Normal [degrees] 

Figure 4.16: Previously published experimental scattered intensity data compared 

to H-S predicted intensity for rough surface with Gaussian statistics 

for \ = 10.6 Jim and 6o= 20°. 

The H-S theory agrees well with experimental data for Go = 20° and both A.'s, although 

the experimental data is still slightly narrower that the theory predicts. The H-S theory 

provides an excellent match to the experimental data for Go = 70° and X= 10.6 |im. The 

agreement is not as good for 0 = 70° and X = 0.6328 |im. 
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CHAPTERS 

5 CONCLUSION 

There are three fundamental mechanisms in optical systems that contribute to 

image degradation: aperture dif&action, design errors and fabrication errors. Diffraction 

effects, as well as optical design errors and fabrication errors that are laterally large in 

nature (generally referred to as figure errors), are accurately modeled using conventional 

ray trace analysis codes. However, these ray trace codes fall short of providing a 

complete picture of image degradation; they routinely ignore the fabrication-induced 

surface errors known as ripple and micro-roughness errors. These overlooked, but 

relevant fabrication induced errors effect image quaUty in different manners. Small-angle 

scatter produced by ripple errors tend to widen the diffraction-limited image core, and in 

doing so, reduce the optical resolution of a system; on the other hand, micro-roughness 

errors tend to remove energy from the image core and scatter it out into wide angles, 

causing a reduction in image contrast. 

Micro-roughness and ripple are inherent aspects of the less conventional, small-

tool-based fabrication approaches. It is especially important in these cases to accurately 

specify these errors during the design phase of a project, and deterministically monitor 

and control them during the fabrication phase of a project. Surprisingly, most cxirrent 

approaches to this issue employ some guessing and "gut feel" based on past experience 

because accurate theories and analysis tools are not readily available. This dissertation 

takes the first step towards solving this problem. 
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5.1 SUMMARY 

In this dissertation, the ©cample of a fine (small spatial period) diffraction grating 

illuminated by an obliquely incident beam was used. It served to dramatically illustrate 

that simple Fourier techniques are not applicable beyond the paraxial region when 

describing the diffraction pattern projected onto an observation plane. By merely scaling 

the spatial variables by the wavelength of light, it was also shown that the reciprocal 

variables in Fourier transform space become the direction cosines of the propagation 

vectors of the resulting angular spectrum of plane waves. Direction cosine space is thus a 

very convenient space in which to discuss all diffraction and propagation problems. 

Most textbook treatments of the propagation of diffracted wave fields include a 

paraxial (small angle) assumption. This assumption may be reasonable for imaging 

systems with clear apertures and smooth optical surfaces. However, it is clearly 

inappropriate when dealing with diffraction gratings, which are inherently wide-angle 

devices that are frequently used with large oblique incident angles. Both the location of 

the diffracted orders and their fianctional forms were shown to be inaccurately described 

through paraxial Fourier treatments. 

Scattering from rough surfaces is an another diffraction phenomenon that extends 

beyond the paraxial region. For non-paraxial applications, the direction cosine spectrum 

extends beyond the unit circle and thus has evanescent components. It was emphasized 

that only the scattered or diffracted orders that lie inside the direction-cosine unit circle 

are real and contain radiant power or energy. Thus, this work showed that the power 

associated with the non-evanescent components must be re-normalized in order to 

conserve energy. Furthermore, this is not merely a heuristic correction ~ it is a direct 

result of applying Rayleigh's (or Parseval's) theorem in the above mathematical 

development. Using this approach, scalar theory was shown to no longer "impose energy 

upon the evanescent orders".This inaccurate notion was shown to be due solely to the 
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improper application of a paraxial approximation, not inherent limitations of scalar 

theory. 

When confined to a paraxial observation region, radiance, intensity and 

irradiance are difficult to distinguish, between because they all have the same functional 

form. The realization that diffracted radiance, not intensity or irradiance, is the 

fundamental quantity in a non-paraxial scalar dif&action theory has been presented in this 

dissertation."*'^ Scattering effects from rough surfaces and diffraction from fine gratings 

are two practical examples that readily demonstrated the usefulness of this realization. 

To convert from diffracted radiance to diffracted intensity, it was shown that one must 

apply Lambert's cosine law while also accounting for the area of the diffracting source. 

Some published ®q)erimental intensity measurements have not be explained by 

Beckmann-BCirchoff (B-K) scalar theory or by any other known theory. The Harvey-

Shack theory is a Fourier-based, scattering theory that has previously been used to model 

scatter from smooth surfaces for both normally incident optical systemsas well as 

grazing incidence x-ray systems.It was applied here for the first time to rough 

surfaces in an attempt to explain these noted discrepancies. This work demonstrated that, 

when the Harvey-Shack scalar scatter theory was corrected for its small angle 

approximation, and a cosine obliquity factor was used with the H-S scattered radiance 

function, the modified H-S theory provided fairly good agreement with previously 

published experimental scatter intensity measurements. 

This work also demonstrated that, when the obliquity factor associated with the 

classical B-K scalar theory is modified, the B-K theory provides excellent agreement with 

previously published experimental scatter measurements. In addition, it was shown that 

the classical B-K theory and the H-S theory, minus their geometrical/obliquity factors (F-

factors), actually predict scattered radiance, not radiant intensity or irradiance. 
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5.2 FUTURE WORK 

In this dissertation, two new models have been developed to represent the scatter 

from a single optical surface. The next step is to incorporate these models into an 

approach that will be able to represent the effects from an entire system made up of many 

optical components. Propagation of surface effects through an entire optical system 

using angular spectrum propagation are insufficiently accurate for systems will large 

numerical apertures. A PSF cascading approach based on the Fourier principles discussed 

in Chapter 2 and Gaskill"^ is the preferred approach. This approach is not only expected 

to be quite accurate, but also considerably less mathematically taxing on the limited 

memory currently available on a PC. 

To make this approach easy for the engineer to understand and implement in the 

laboratory, these modified scatter theories and the Fourier-based, PSF cascading 

approach will eventually be combined to form a user-friendly computer code, the 

Surface-Analysis-Toolbox (SAT). Predictions from SAT and OS AC should be compared 

for a conventional Cassegrain telescope system, as well as grazing incidence Wolter type 

n, telescope for small scatter angles to verify SAT's accuracy. 

The PSF's currently produced by conventional ray-trace codes contain the effects 

of aperture diffraction and design aberrations, and can be made to include the effects of 

fabrication-induced figure errors. The plan for SAT is that it will be used in conjunction 

with these conventional ray trace codes to augment their predictions to include the effects 

of mid- and high-spatial-frequency errors. Convolving the SAT-produced PSF's with 

those produced by conventional ray trace codes will provide, the first time, a complete 

and accurate picture of the effect that all relevant spatial firequency errors can have on 

optical system performance. 

The ultimate goal is to be able to accurately model, predict and provide feedback 

about fabrication errors and their effects on system performance. It is also hoped that 
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SAT will offer the metrology engineer an easy, straightforward means for 

deterministically performing in-process monitoring of specification adherence during 

optical fabrication. 
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APPENDIX A: 

MATLAB CODE FOR PLOTTING ABERRATED PSF'S FROM WAVE THEORY 

PREDICTIONS 

% 

% File name: fft_opd.m 
% 
% Fourier Transform of Optical Path Difference (OPD) 
% containing wavefront abberations 
% 

% 

% Created by Jake Beverage: 7/18/96 
% Modified by Cindi Vernold; 8/11/96 
% Modified by Cindi Vernold: 9/98 
^— 

clear; % clears out all the memory locations 

% Define matrices and input variables to be used in code 
^including abberation coefficients and image height. 

array = input('Enter size of array (must be power of 2): '); 
surf = zeros(array,array); 

radius = input('Enter normalized radius of surface: '); 
% increasing the size of the radius just decreases the image size, 
% but doesn't change the amount of aberration present in the image. 

lambda = input ( ' Enter wavelength (microns) : ' ) ; 
% increasing the wavelength increases the image size, 
k = 2*pi/lainbda; 

h = input('Enter normalized image height: '); 
* increasing the image height does increase the amount of field 
s dependent aberration shown in the image. 

WOOOW = (input{'Waves 
WlllW = (input('Waves 
W020W = (input('Waves 
W040W = (input('Waves 
W131W = (input('Waves 
W222W = (input('Waves 
W220W = (input('Waves 
W311W = (input('Waves 

of piston: ') ) ; 
of tilt: ')); 
of defocus: ')); 
of spherical abberation: ')) 
of coma: ')); 
of astigmatism: ')); 
of field curvature: ')); 
of distortion: ')); 
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%Create loop to define object matrix "surf" which is the 
^surface represented by a phase function. OPD is the optical 
%path difference, and is defined here only in terms of any 
%geometrical abberations present. OPD is different when q=0 
%so that it will be defined (no division by zero) for all 
lvalues of "surf". 

for m = 1:array 
for n = 1:array 

q = m-(array/2); 
p = n-(array/2); 
r_sqr = q'^2+p'^2; % = radial extent of surface'^2 
r = sqrt(r_sqr); 

if r_sqr < radius'^2; 
nr=r/radius; % cos(phi)= nq/nr 

nq=q/radius; 
if q==0 

OPD = (WOOOW) + (W020W*nr''2) + (W220W*h"2*nr'"2) + 
(W040W*nr^4); 

else 
OPD = (WOOOW) + (W020W*nr'^2) + (WlllW*h*nr* (nq/nr) ) + 

(W040W*nr'^4) + {W131W*h*nr'"3* (nq/nr) ) + (W222W*h^2*nr'"2* (nq/nr) ̂̂ 2) + 
(W220W*h'^2*nr''2) + (W311W*h'^3*nr* (nq/nr) ) ; 

end 
surf(m,n) = exp(-i*k*OPD); 

end 
end 

end 

%Take the Fourier Transform of the surface and multiply by its 
^complex conjugate to see the irradiance pattern in the focal 
%plane of the lens. Show this in Figure(2) and a slice through 
%it in Figure(3). 

% 

ftsurf = fftshift(fft2(fftshift(surf))); 
ftsurf = ftsurf.*conj(ftsurf) ; 

figure(2); 
colormap(gray); 
image(500*ftsurf/(max(max(fcsurf)))), axis square, axis off 

figure(3); 
plot(ftsurf(:,array/2)/(max(max(ftsurf)))) 
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APPENDIX B: 

GEOMETRICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN e-<|> SPACE AND A-p SPACE* 

It is often desirable to represent a direction vector as a set of direction cosines. 

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of an arbitrary vector pointed in the direction as it intersects 

a hemisphere. 

ADirectioa 

a =x/r 

P =y/r 

Y =z/r 

Figure 1: Direction cosine representation of a vector. 

Here the vector in the >4 direction is represented by the angle it makes with each of the 

coordinate axes of the Cartesian system. If the radius of the hemisphere containing the 

locus of vectors is unity, then this unit-radius hemisphere can be folded into the x-y 
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plane, forming a linit-circie. Then, all direction cosine vectors can be represented in a 

single 2-d plot as shown in Fig. 2. 

p 

i L 

.  a'+p' = l 

a^+P^ +Y^ = 1 

1 P ct 

• / 

A point correspondis 
to a direction 

Figure 2: The unit circle representation of direction cosines. 

This diagram is referred to as the direction-cosine-space diagram. Each point inside the 

unit circle represents a unique, real-valued vector. In general, space is three-dimensional, 

(x,y,z). However, direction is two-dimensional, (0, (()), and thus can be represented on a 

flat surface. The relationship of the direction cosines, with respect to each other, is 

shown in Fig. 3. 
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p 

a I • 

Figure 3: Relationship between direction cosines. 

In radiometry, a range of directions can be used to define a solid angle as shown 

in Fig. 4 

Intersection with 
unit sphere 

Projection on unit circle 

Figure 4: Solid angle of a system of vectors 
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Equivalently, an arbitrary area on the unit hemisphere can be used to define this solid 

angle. This area can be projected onto the plane containing the unit circle, giving a 

representation of solid angle in a-P space (Fig. 5). This new space is Cartesian-like, 

simple, linear and exact. 

Figure 5: Solid angle in (x, P space. 

Any vector can be represented in (x, P, y terms in the same way a vector is 

represented in a spherical coordinate system with 0 and (j) terms. The relationship 

between the two coordinate systems can be seen by examining the geometry involved. 

Ganoma, y, is related directly to cos0 and is given by 

z cos^ = —= /,  
r 
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where strictly speaking, r is the magnitude of a unit vector representing the radius of the 

hemisphere. Using trigonometric identities, the other two direction cosines can be related 

to 6 and (j>. Referring back to Fig. 3, the following geometrical relationships can be seen; 

sin0 = Vl-cos"^ =^a.' + , 

- j i x l r f  +{y /r ) -

Va 

tan^ = —. 
a 

The direction cosines can also be solved for in terms of spherical-coordinate variables: 

a = sin0 concj). 

P = sin0 sin(|), 

y = COS0. 

Referring back to both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, a solid angle can be written in terms of 

the direction cosines by starting with 

da dp = [5a/50 5p/5(J) - daJd^ 5p/50] d0 d(j). 

where 
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a = sin0 cos<|>, 

5(x/59 = COS0 coaj), 

daJd^ = -sin0 sin<j), 

and 

P = sin0 sin(J), 

5p/06 = COS0 sin(j), 

5p/5(|) = sin0 cos4>. 

By substitution 

da dp = [aa/50 ap/a|) - doJd^ ap/a0] d0 d(i) 

= [(cos0 cos<|))(sin0 cos(J)) - (-sin0 sin(j))(cos0 sin(j))] d0 d(j) 

= [cos0 sin0 cos^<{) + cos0 sin(|) sin^(j)] d0 d<i) 

= COS0 sin(j) d0 dcj). 

Since sincj) d0 d(|) is known as tlie differential solid angle, 

da dp = COS0 dn, 

which is easily recognized as the "projected solid angle" from radiometry. 

The relationship can also be written in terms of all the direction cosines, (a, P, y). 
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d^d^ = — -dad>?, 
ry j i - r"  

or just in terms of a and 3, 

dd dd = -!= ^ da dB. 
^{a-+JJ^) ( l -a -  - f i -

* Based on notes from Doug Goodman, Hughes Danbury Optical Systems 

(HDOS) "Brown Bag" Seminar (1988) 
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APPENDIX C: 

MATLAB CODE FOR MODIFIED BECKMAN-KIRCHOPF SCATTER THEORY 

(EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR ROUGH GAUSSIAN SURFACE INCLUDED) 

% **.*******************•********•********************************** 

% This program calculates and displays the scattered 
% light distribution from a rough surface (Gaussian ACV function) 
% for arbitrary (large) angles of incidence using the scattering 
% theory from Beckmann-Kirchoff from Beckmann & Spizzichino 
% 
% This code plots the rough surface case (Eq. 48, pg. 87 of B-S), 
% as well as the infinite series (Eq. 35, pg. 86 of B-S), including 
% as many terms of the series as is necessary. 
% 
% ***************************************************************** 

% - created by Cindi Vernold 4/98 "BKl.m" 
% 
% - modified by Cindi Vernold 6/98 "BKlO.m" 
% ***************************************************************** 

% *********************** Input Parameters *************** 
clear; 
Sigma =2.27; % rms surface roughness (microns). 
sigma_sq=sigma'^2; 
T = 21.9; % Surface ACV length (microns) 

% ...was measured to be 21.9 microns.. 

T_sq=T''2; 
%thetal =-70; % 
thetal =-20; 
radl=thetal*pi/180; % 

Angle of incidence (degrees). 

Angle of incidence (radians). 

%lainbda = 0.6328; % Wavelength (microns). 
leimbda = 10.6; 
k=2*pi/lambda; % Wavenumber (microns'^-1) . 
maxi= 140; % maximum niomber of terms to include in the 
series. 

% ******************************************************************* 

% ************** Define the terms of the summation ****************** 
% ******************************************************************* 

theta2 = -90:0.5:90; 
rad2=theta2*pi/180; 

vxy=k*sqrt(((sin(radl))^2)-(2*sin(radl)*sin(rad2) ) +((sin(rad2)) .^2)); 
vxy_sq=vxy. ̂̂ 2; 
vz=-k*(cos(radl)+cos(rad2)); 
vz_sq=vz. ̂̂ 2; 
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g=( (sigma^vz) ."^2) ; 
% ******************************************************************** 

% Calculate the different obliquity factors 
% ******************************************************************** 

e_g=exp(-g); 
e_g_c=exp(-g).* cos(rad2); 

f2=(1/cos(radl)).*(1+cos(radl+rad2) ) . /(cos{radl)+cos(rad2)); 
f2_sq=f2.*f2; 
f2_sq_c=f2.*f2.*cos(rad2); 

% ******************************************************************** 

% ******Calculate the terms of the series and add them together******* 

factoral=l; 
total=zeros(size(181)); 

for m=l:maxi 
facto ral=factoral*ni; 
sum=( (g. "m) / (m*factoral) ) . *exp (- ( (vxy*T) .'^2) / (4*m) ) ; 
total=total+sum; 

end 
BK=total.* (f2_sq) .*exp(-g) ; %BK theory "as-is" with (F-factor) ̂̂ 2 
BK_f=total.*exp(-g) ; 
Davies=BK_f.*(((cos(rad2)+COS(radl))."4)./cos(rad2)); % Multiply by 
Davies geometrical factor. 
Davies(1)=0.4; 
BK_f=total.*exp(-g); % Remove the obliquity factor (F-factor) 
"f2_sq"...use 1 instead (-Harvey-Shack) 
Stover=BK_f. * (cos (rad2) . ̂3) ; % Multiply by a (cosine)'^2 as calssical 
diffraction theory. 
BK_lam=total.*(f2_sq) .*exp(-g).*cos(rad2); % Using Lambert's cosine 
law with (F-Factor) ̂̂ 2 
BK_mod=total.*exp (-g) .*cos(rad2); % Remove F-factor & replace w/: 
cos(scatter angle)... Lambert's cosine law 

% ********************************************************************* 

%*********Caculate the rough surface formula*************************** 
% 

% Note: this curve does not change as a function of wavelength 
%********************************************************************** 

BK_rough=(f2_sq./(vz_sq*sigma_sq)).*exp(-
(vxy_sq*T_sq)./(4*vz_sq*sigma_sq)); % BK rough surface formula "as-is" 
BK_rough_f=(1./(vz_sq. *sigma_sq)).*exp(-
(vxy_sq*T_sq)./(4*vz_sq*sigma_sq)); 
Davies_rough=BK_rough_f. * ( ((cos (rad2) +cos (radl) ) . 4) . /cos (rad2) ) ; % 
Multiply by Davies geometrical factor. 
Davies_rough(1)=0.005; 
Davies_rough(2)=0.005; 
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BK_rough_f= (1. / (V2_sq. *sigina_sq) ) . *exp (-
(vxy_sq*T_sq) ./(4*v2_sq*sigina_sq) ) ; % BK rough surface formula with F-
factor removed 
Stover_rough=BK_rough_f. * (cos (rad2) .'^2) ; % Multiply by a (cosine) ̂2 
as as calssical diffraction theory. 
BK_rough_lanF=BK_rough.*cos(rad2); % Use cosine w/ F2-factor 
BK_rough_mod=BK_rough_f.*cos(rad2); % Remove F2-factor and replace 
with Lambert's cosine Law 
% ********************************************************************* 

% Data from ODonnell & Mendez paper 

thet(l:19)=(-90:5:0); 
thet back=(60:-5:-90); 

% 70 degrees incidence, wavelength = 0.6328 microns, EXPERIMENTAL 

s7{l)=0.00; s7(2)=0.4; s7(3)=0.75; s7(4)=0.975; s7(5)=0.99; s7(6)=0.90; 
s7(7)=0.745; s7(8)=0.575; s7(9)=0.415; s7(10)=0.295; s7(11)=0.194; 
s7(12)=0.120; 
s7(13)=0.065; s7(14)=0.034; s7(15)=0.02; s7(16)=0.012; s7(17)=0.01; 
s7(18)=0.0G6 
s7(19)=0.005 

S7slice=s7; 

% 70 degrees incidence, wavelength = 10.6 microns, EXPERIMENTAL 

s9(l)=0.00; s9(2)=0.05; s9(3)=0.1875; s9(4)=0.4375; s9(5)=0.75; 
s9(6)=0.9375; 
s9(7)=0.984; s9(8)=0.859375; s9(9)=0.578125; s9(10)=0.359375; 
s9{ll)=0.1875; s9(12)=0.109375; 
s9(13)=0.046875; s9{14)=0.03125; s9(15)=0.0078125; s9(16)=0.0; 
s9(17)=0.0; s9{18)=0.0; 
s9(19)=0.0; 

S9slice=s9; 

% 20 degrees incidence, wavelength = 10.6 microns, EXPERIMENTAL 

% Use "thet_back" here 
% 

sll(l)=0.00; sll(2)=0.00; sll(3)=0.00; sll(4)=0.0; sll(5)=0.0; 
sll(6)=0.0; 
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sll(7)=0.005; sll(8)=0.010; sll(9)=0.02; sH (10) =0. 065; sll (11) =0.115; 
sll(12)=0.220; 
sll(13)=0.355; sll(14)=0.51; sll(15)=0.71; sll(16)=0.92; sll(17)=1.0; 
sll(18)=0.95; 
sll(19)=0.76; sll(20)=0.55; sll(21)=0.36; sll(22)=0.235; sll(23)=0.13; 
sll(24)=0.07; 
sll(25)=0.04; sll(26)=0.02; sll(27)=0.010; sll(28)=0.005; sll(29)=0.0; 
sll(30)=0.0; 
sll(31)=0.0; 

Sllslice=sll; 

% **************************** Plot 

figure(2); 

% Plot the obliquity factors 
%plot (theta2,exp (-g)/nxax (exp (-g) ) , '+y •); hold on; % plot [exp(-g)] 
%plot (theta2, e_g_c/max (e_g_c) , '+r •) ; hold on; % plot 
[cos(rad2)*exp(-g)] 

%plot (theta2, f2_sq/max (f2_sq) , '-y') ; hold on; % Plot the F-factor 
squared 
%plot {theta2, f2_sq_c/niax(f2_sq_c) ,'-y'); hold on; % Plot the F-
factor squared with cosine 

% Plot the medium rough surface data 
if lambda=10.6 

%plot (theta2, BK/max (BK), '—k'); hold on; % plot the medium 
rough theoretical data w/ the F-factor squared (BK "as-is") 

%plot (theta2, Davies/max (Davies), ' r: *) ; hold on; % plot the 
medium rough BK data w/ the F-factor squared replaced by Davies factor 

%plot(theta2,BK_f/max{BK_f),':k'); hold on; % plot the medium 
rough theoretical data without the F-Factor 

%plot (theta2. Stover/max (Stover) ,'g:') ; hold on; I plot the 
medium rough BK data w/ the F-factor squared replaced by Lambert's 
cosine law squared 

%plot (theta2, BK_lam/max (BK_lam), 'c'); hold on; % plot the 
medium rough theoretical data w/ the F-factor squared and Lambert's 
cosine law 

plot (theta2, BK_mod/max (BK_mod) , '—k') ; hold on; % plot the 
medium rough BK data w/ the F-factor squared replaced by Lambert's 
cosine law 
end 

% Plot the rough surface data 
if lambda=0. 6328 

%plot (theta2, BK_rough/max(BK_rough), '—k'); hold on; % plot the 
rough surface theoretical curve w/ the F-factor squared (BK "as-is") 

%plot (theta2,Davies_rough/max(Davies_rough) , ' r: ') ; hold on; % 
plot the medium rough BK data w/ the F-factor squared replaced by 
Davies factor 
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%plot(theta2,BK_rough_f/inax(BK_rough_f) , ' :k*) ; hold on; % plot 
the rough theoretical data w/out the F-factor 

%plot (theta2,Stover_rough/max{Stover_rough) ,'g: ') ; hold on; % 
plot the medium rough BK data w/ the F-factor squared replaced by 
Lambert's cosine law squared 

%plot (theta2,BK_rough_lam/max(BK_rough_lam) ,'c') ; hold on; s 
plot the medium rough theoretical data w/ the F-factor squared and 
Lambert's cosine law 

plot (theta2,BK_rough_mod/max(BK_rough_mod) , '—k'); hold on; % 
plot the rough theoretical data w/ the F-factor squared replaced by 
Lambert's cosine law 

end 

% Plot the experimental data 
if lainbda=0.6328 
% plot the rough EXPERIMENTAL (0.6328, 70 degress) 

plot(thet,S7slice/max(S7slice),'dk-') ; hold on; 
% 

% data from O&M paper 
% 

% Plot the incident beam 
plot(thetal, 1 ,  t  k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 9 5  t  

/ .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 9 ,  t  k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 8 5  r  
r  .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 8 ,  1  k' ) ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 7 5  t  

/ .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 7 ,  t  k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 6 5  t  f .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 6 ,  1  k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 5 5  1  
/ .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 5 ,  t  k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 4 5  t  r .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 4 ,  1  k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 3 5  f  r .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 3 ,  t k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 2 5  r  f .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
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plot(thetal,0.2,k'); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0.15,k'); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0.1,k'); % Plot a red star where the incident beam 
is 

plot(thetal,0.05,k'); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

%AX=legend{'BK [no F-factor]"2BK [w/ BK (F-factor)"2]', 'BK [w/ F-
factor & cosine]','BK [no F-factor, w/ cosine]','BK [no F-factor, w/ 
Davies]','BK [no F-factor, w/ (cosine) •^2]Experimental 
Data','Specular Beam'); 

AX=legend('Modified BK', 'Experimental Data','Specular Beam'); 

LEG = findobj(AX,'type','text' ) ; 
set(LEG,'FontUnits','points','FontSize',6) 
h = findobj('type', 'axes') % Find all sets of axes 
set(h(l), 'visible', 'off') % Set the axes for the legend invisible 

elseif lambda==10.6 
if thetal==-70 

% plot the medium rough EXPERIMENTAL (10.6, 70 degrees) 
plot(thet,S9slice/max(S9slice),'dk-'); hold on; 
% 

% data from O&M paper 
% 

% Plot the incident beam 
plot(thetal,1, 1  k'); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 9 5  r ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 9 ,  1  .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 8 5  r  ' .k') ; hold on; i Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal, 0. 8 ,  1  .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal, 0. 7 5  r ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal, 0. 7 ,  1  • k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 6 5  / ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal, 0. 6 ,  t  .k'); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 5 5  f ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 5 ,  t  .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal, 0. 4 5  f ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal, 0. 4 ,  t  .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
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plot(thetal,0. 35, ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0. 3, ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 25, ' -k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 2, ' -k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0. 15, ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0.1,k'); % Plot a red star where the incident beam 
is 

plot(thetal,0.05,k'); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 
incident beam is 

%AX=legend(•BK [no F-factor]"2','BK [w/ BK (F-factor)^2]','BK [w/ F-
factor & cosine]','BK [no F-factor, w/ cosine]•,'BK [no F-factor, w/ 
Davies]','BK [no F-factor, w/ (cosine) ̂^2]Experimental 
Data','Specular Beam'); 

AX=legend('Modified BK','Experimental Data','Specular Beam'); 

LEG = findobj(AX,'type','text') ; 
set(LEG,'FontUnits','points','FontSize',6) 
h = findobj('type', 'axes') % Find all sets of axes 
set(h(l), 'visible', 'off') % Set the axes for the legend invisible 

elseif thetal==-20 
% plot the medium rough EXPERIMENTAL (10.6, 20 degrees) 

plot(thet_back,Sllslice/max(Sllslice),'dk-'); hold on; 

% 

% data from O&M paper 
% 

% —Plot the incident beam 
plot(thetal,1, ' .k' ); hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 95, ' .k' ) ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 9, ' . k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 85, ' .k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 8, '. k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 75, ' • k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 7 ' k') ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 
plot(thetal,0. 65, ' .k' ) ; hold on; % Plot a red star where the 

incident beam is 



plot(thetal, 0.6, '.k') ; hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0.55,k'); hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0.5,k'); hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0. 45,k*) ; hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0.4,k'); hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0. 35,k') ; hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0.3,k'); hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0.25,k') ; hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0.2,k') ; hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0.15,k') ; hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal,0.1,k'); hold on; % 
incident beam is 

plot(thetal, 0.05,k'); hold on; % 
incident beam is 

%AX=legend( • BK [no (F-factor) ̂^2]BK [w/ BK (F-factor) ̂̂ 2] BK 
[w/ F-factor & cosine]','BK [no F-factor, w/ cosine]','BK [no F-facto. 
w/ Davies]','BK [no F-factor, w/ (cosine)''2] 'Experimental 
Data','Specular Beam'); 

AX=legend('Modified BK','Experimental Data','Specular Beam'); 

LEG = findob j (AX, ' type', ' text') ; 
set (LEG,'FontUnits', 'points','FontSize',6) 
h = findobj('type', 'axes') % Find all sets of axes 
set(h(l), 'visible', 'off') % Set the axes for the legend 

invisible 
end 

end 

if thetal==-20 
axis([-90 50 0 1]); 

else 
axis([-90 -10 0 1]); 

end 

title (['Scattered Intensity: Wavelength = ' ,niim2str (lambda) , ' 
[microns], inc. ang. = ',int2str( -thetal), ' [degrees]']) 
xlabel('Angle from Normal [degrees]') 
ylabel('Normalized Scattered Intensity') 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 

Plot a red star where the 
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APPENDIX D: 

BIATLAB CODE FOR MODIFIED HARVEY-SHACK SCATTER THEORY 

(EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR ROUGH GAUSSIAN SURFACE INCLUDED) 

^ ********************************************************************* 

% This progrcim calculates and displays the scattered light distribution 
% from a rough surface that has a Gaussian ACV function and a Gaussian 
% surface height distribution. 
% This program can be used for arbitrary angles of incidence using the 
% scattering theory from James E. Harvey's 1979 Ph.D. dissertation at 
% the Optical Sciences Center at the University of Arizona 
% 

% Comparison is made with experimental measurements as well as 
% classical scalar Beckmann-Kirchoff theory 
% 
%********************************************************************** 

% 
% - created by Cindi Vernold 6/97 "HS.m" 
% 

% - modified by Cindi Vernold 3/98 "HS2.ra" 
i Specular beam is now subtracted from theory like Beckmann-Kirchoff 
tt 
i - modified by Cindi Vernold 6/98 "HS3.m" 
% Theory has been modified to not be restricted to only small angles 
% This was accomplished by modifying the "g"  factor 
% 
% - modified by Cindi Vernold 7/98 "HS5.ra" 
% Now allows for multiple FFT's of the surface transfer function for 
% each scatter (field) angle. 
% 
% ********************************************************************* 

% **********^ 

clear; 
n = 129; 

sigma = 2.27; 
T = 21.5; 
where C(x) 

paper & B-K 
thetaO =-20; 
rad0=theta0*pi/180; 
lambda = 10.6; 

r********** Input Parameters ************************** 

% Numerical array size. > Always one more than 2'^n 

% rms surface roughness (microns) . 
% Surface ACV length (microns)...this is 

% drops to the value 1/e 
% T=sqr(2)*sigma if C(x) is a normal distribution 
% —> This is the "T" from the O'Donnell & Mendez 

% Angle of incidence (degrees). 
% Convert incident angle to radians 
% Wavelength (microns). 
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% ***************************************** 

% Determine what data you are going to plot 
% ***************************************** 

data = 1; % - 0 is for neither experimental or B-K data 
% - 1 if you want to plot experimental data. 
% - 2 if you want to plot B-K theoretical data 
% - 3 if you want to plot both. 

hs = 1; % - 0 is for neither. 
% - 1 is for intensity from H-S theory, 
i - 2 is for radiance from H-S theory. 
% - 3 is for both. 

% 
% 

% THIS IS WHERE THE IMPORTANT STUFF STARTS... 
% 

% 

%*********************************************************** 

%********* 2-Dim. Surface Transfer Function: H(xhat, yhat) 
%*****uses normalized coordinates: xhat=x/wavelength and 
yhat=y/wavelength* * * * * 
%*********************************************************** 

delx=l/4; 
xhatx=delx*(n-1)/2; % the largest positive value for xhat 
xhatn=-xhatx; % the smallest negative value for xhat 

dely=l/4; 
yhatx=dely*(n-1)/2; % the largest positive value for yhat 
yhatn=-yhatx; % the largest negative value for yhat 

That = T/lambda; % ACV correlation width normalized by the 
wavelength 

%A=exp (-(4*pi*sigma/lambda) ̂̂ 2) ; B=l-A; 
%A2=exp (- (4*pi*cos (theta0*pi/180) *"sigma/lambda) "^2) ; 
%B2=1-A2; 

% Set up the data grid 
[xhat,yhat]=meshgrid{xhatn:delx:xhatx, yhatn:dely:yhatx); 

argx=xhat/That; 
argy=yhat/That; 

% Wavefront ACV Function —> 2D Gaussian (not normalized) 
C=exp (-argx.'^2) . *exp (-argy.'^2) ; 
% Surface ACV Function —> 2D Gaussian (normalized by putting sigma'^2 
out front) 
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C_nonn=sigina'^2.*exp(-argx.'*2) . *exp (-argy. ̂̂ 2) ; 

%#####»############### 
figured) ; 
%###############«##### 
mesh(xhat,yhat,C_norni/(max(max(C_norm)))); axis([xhatn xhatx yhatn 
yhatx 0 1]) 
title(['2D ACV: lambda = ',num2str(lambda), ' microns, inc. ang. 
= ',int2str( thetaO), ' degrees']) 

% Calculate the "small angle g' 

%++-H-++++++++++++++++++-H-H-++++++++++-H-++++++++++++H 

g_sm_angle=(4*pi*cos(theta0*pi/180)*sigma/lambda).^2; 

% Harvey-Shack "H"****************************** 
% Surf. Transfer Funct. w/ small angle approx. in "g" 
% Old H-S Result 
% 
% H=exp(-g_sm_angle*(1-C) ) ; 
% 

% ********************j4odified Harvey-Shack "H"************************ 
% - Surf. Transfer Funct. with small angle scatter approximation 
% still included in second term, but pulling exp(-g) out of the 
integral. 
% - Can split up as: H=[exp(-g)]*[exp(g*C)] 
% - Noinnalized, this function will look exactly the same as the "Old H" 
% because exp(-g) for small angles is a constant 
% 
% H=exp (g_sm_angle*C) ; 
% ********************************************************************* 

% **************-******Beckmann-Kirchoff based "H"********************** 
% 

% Now, subtract the specular coir^onent like B-K 
% 
% H_HS=exp (- (g_sm_angle'^2) * (1-C) ) -exp (-g_sm_angle'^2) ; 
%H_HS=exp(-g_sm_angle).*((exp(-g_sm_angle.*C))-1); 
H_HS=exp(-g_sm_angle).*((exp (g_sm_angle.*C) ) -1); 
% 
% 

% - Surf. Transfer Funct. with small angle scatter approximation 
% still included in second term, but pulling exp(-g) out of the 
integral. 
% - Can split up as: H=[exp(-g)]*{[exp(g*C)]-1} 
% - Normalized, this function will look exactly the same as the "Old H" 
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% exccept the specular beam will be absent because exp(-g) for small 
% angles Is a constant 
% 
% H=(exp(g_sm_angle*C) ) -1; 
% ******************************************************************** 

% *********slice through 2D plot**************************** 

% Slice along the x-axis (plot of colvunns l:n of the center row of 
data) 
Hslicex=H HS(n/2+0.5,l:n); 

% ***********************************************4 

4 ***************** on-Axis Angle Spread Function 
% ********************j^j^ "Direction Cosine" space'' 
J ************************************************ 

% 
%************************************************^ 

ASF_HS=real(fftshift(fft2(fftshift(Hslicex)))) ; 
% On-axis Angle Spread Function. 
% Found by taking 2D FT of the "Modified H" 
% Uses small angle approximation 

%****************************************************************** 

^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

% Do not use small angle approximation here 
%****************************************************************** 

% Convert the distance in x to spatial frequencies represented by 
% direction cosines values 
%****************************************************************** 

delalf=l/((n-1)*delx); 
alfmin=-delalf*(n-1)/2; 
alfmax=delalf*(n-1)/2; 
delbet=l/((n-1)*dely) ; 
betmin=-delbet*(n-1)/2; 
betmax=delbet*(n-1)/2; 

p = l:n; 
alf(p) = -2-delalf+p*delalf; % The alpha of direction cosine space 
q = l:n; 
bet(q) = -2-delbet+q*delbet; % The beta of direction cosine space 

for r=l:n; 
for s=l:n; 

alf_sq(r) =alf (r) '"2; 
bet_sq (s) =bet (s) '^2; 
%Calculate the cosine of the scatter angle 
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gam(r,s) =real ( (1- (alf_sq(r) +bet_sq(s) ) ) ."^ (1/2) ) ; 
cos_thet_S (r, s) =gam{r, s) ; 
cos_thet_0(r,s)=cos{thetaO*pi/180); 

end 
end 

% #1: First thing is to calculate the "g" function for all scatter 
angles 
% Do not want to use the small angle "g" as used above 
% (Remember: g_sm_angle= (4*pi*cos (theta0*pi/180) *sigma/lambda) .'^2 
%******************************************************************* 

g=( ( (2*pi*sigma/lambda) * (cos_thet_0+cos_thet_S) ) .'^2) ; % large angle 

% In direction cosine space, this will be symmetric! 
%##################### 
figure(2); 
% ##################### 

mesh(alf,bet,g/(max(max(g)))); axis([alf(l) alf(n) bet(l) bet(n) 0 1]) 
title(['B-K "g" truncated by the unit circle: lambda = 
',nura2str(lambda), ' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), ' 
degrees']) 
xlabel{'Direction-Cosine') 

J****************************************************************** 
i S2: Next thing is to find the transfer function for each scatter 
angles 
% - calculate the FFT(H} to get the ASF 
% - pick off only one value from the curve 
% - build up a final ASF from these values 
%****************************************************************** 

ff = round(n/2+0.5); %Find the center point of the array 
for gg = l:n 

%New_H=exp(-g(ff,gg)*(1-C)); % H-S: keep specular 
H_New=(exp(-g(ff,gg).*(1-C))-exp(-g(ff,gg))); %B-K: subtract 

specular (w/ the incident angle as a phase function) 
g(ff,gg); 

% We want to pick only one value of "g" for each direction cosine 
(scatter 
% angle)that we want to evaluate 

Ang_Spread_New=fftshift(fft2(fftshift(H_New))) ; 
ASF_New(l,gg)=real (Ang_Spread_New(ff,gg)); 

gg 
end 

% Note: In direction cosine space, this will be symmetric! 
%###################«# 
figure(3); 
%##################### 
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plot (alf,ASF_New/max(ASF_New) , ' :b') ; hold on; 
plot(alf,ASF_New/max(ASF_New),'+b'); hold on; 
plot(alf,ASF_HS/max(ASF_HS),•:r'); hold on; 
plot (alf ,ASF_HS/niax (ASF_HS)*r') ; axis([alfmin alfmax 0 1]) 
title([*ON-AXIS ASF (X-SLICE) : lanibda= nuin2str (lambda) , ' 
microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), ' degrees']) 
xlabel('Direction-Cosine') 

% ****************************************************************** 

% ******************* Off-Axis Angle Spread Function *************** 
% *********************j^j^ "Direction Cosine" space****************** 
% ******************************************************************. 

% Shape doesn't change due to incident angle change, but IS shifted 
off-axis. 
% 
% * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .  

beto=-sin(radO); % Direction Cosine of Incident Angle. 
m=round(beto*n/4); 
for j = l:n 

bet2(j) = -2-delbet+j*delbet; 
if j < n-m 

ASF_New2(1,j)=ASF_New(1,j +m); 
ASF_HS2(1,j)=ASF_HS{1, j +ra); 

else ASF_New2(1,j)=0; 
ASF_HS2(1,j)=0; 

end 
end 

%##################### 
figure(4); 
%##################### 
plot(bet2,ASF_New2/max(ASF_New2),':b'); hold on; 
plot(bet2,ASF_New2/max(ASF_New2),'+b'); hold on; 
plot(bet2,ASF_HS2/max{ASF_HS2) , ':r'); hold on; 
plot(bet2,ASF_HS2/max(ASF_HS2) , '*r');axis([-2 2 0 1]) 
title(['OFF-AXIS ANG SPREAD FNCT (X-SLICE): lambda = 
',num2str(lambda), ' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), ' 
degrees']) 
xlabel('Direction-Cosine') 

% ********************************************************************* 

% ******************** Truncated Angle Spread Function **************** 
% *********************j^jj "Direction Cosine" space********************* 
% ********************************************************************* 
% ********************************************************************* 

for j = l:n 
bet3(j) = -2-delbet+j*delbet; 
if bet3 (j ) ̂^2 > 1 

ASF_New3 (j)=0; 
ASF_HS3(j)=0; 
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else ASF_New3(j)=ASF_New2(j); 
ASF_HS3(j)=ASF_HS2{j); 

end 
end 

% ******************************************************************** 

% **************CQnvert direction cosines to angles******************* 
% ******************************************************************** 

thet=real(asin(bet3)*180/pi); 

% ******************************************************************** 

%##################### 
figure(5); 
%##################### 
plot(bets,ASF_New3/max{ASF_New3),':b'); hold on 
plot(bet3,ASF_New3/max(ASF_New3),'+b'); hold on 
plot(bet3,ASF_HS3/max(ASF_HS3),':r•); hold on; 
plot(bet3,ASF_HS3/inax(ASF_HS3),'*r') ;axis ( [-2 2 0 1]) 
title('Wavelength =10.6 microns Incident Angle = 70 degrees') 
title( ['TRUNC ANG SPREAD FNCT (X SLICE): lambda = ', num2str (lambda) , 
' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), ' degrees']) 
xlabel('Direction-Cosine') 

% ******************************************************************** 

% by Lambert's cosine law******************** 
% ******************************************************************** 

% ****************** Lambert's Cosine Law Imposed ******************** 

gamma = cos(thet*pi/180); % Cosine of the scatter angle 
AS F_New4=gainma. *AS F_New3; 
ASF_HS4=gamma.*ASF_HS3; 

%##################### 
figure(6) ; 
%##################### 
plot(bet3,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),';b'); hold on; 
plot(bet3,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),'+b'); hold on; 
plot(bet3,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4),':r'); hold on;; 
plot(bet3,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4),'*r'); 
title(['TRUNC ANG SPREAD FNCT w/ LAMBERT COS LAW (X SLICE): lambda = 
',num2str(lambda), ' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), ' 
degrees']) 
xlabel('Direction-Cosine') 

if theta0=-70 
axis([-1 0 0 1] ) ; 
elseif theta0=-20 
axis([-1 0.6 0 1]) ; 
end 

%##################### 
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figure(7); 
%###########»######### 
plot(thet,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),':b'); hold on; 
plot(thet,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),•+b'); hold on; 
plot(thet,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4), ' :r') ; hold on; 
plot(thet,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4), ) ; 
title (['TRUNC ANG SPREAD FNCT w/ LAMBERT COS LAW (X SLICE): lambda = 
' ,nuin2str( lambda) , ' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), ' 
degrees']) 
xlabel('Degrees') 

if theta0=-70 
axis([-90 0 0 1] ) ; 
elseif theta0==-20 
axis([-90 40 0 1]); 
end 

ft Data taken from O'Donnell Mendez paper (EXPERIMENTAL & BECKMANN-
KIRCHOFF) 

thet7(l:19)=(-90:5:0); 
bet7=sin(thet7*pi/180); 
thet8=(60:-5:-90); 
bet8=sin(thet8*pi/180); 

% 70 degrees incidence, wavelength = 0.6328 microns, EXPERIMENTAL 

s7(l)=0.00; s7(2)=0.4; s7(3)=0.75; s7(4)=0.975; s7(5)=0.99; s7(6)=0.90; 
s7(7)=0.745; s7(8)=0.575; s7(9)=0.415; s7(10)=0.295; s7(ll)=0.194; 
s7(I2)=0.120; 
s7(13)=0.065; s7(14)=0.034; s7(15)=0.02; s7(16)=0.012; s7(17)=0.01; 
s7(18)=0.006 
s7(19)=0.005 

S7slice=s7; 

% 70 degrees incidence, wavelength = 0.6328 microns, BECKMANN-KIRCHOFF 

s8(l)=0.4;s8(2)=0.53;s8(3)=0.635;s8(4)=0.7175;s8(5) =0.74;s8(6)=0.715; 
s8{7)=0.635;s8(8)=0.5225;s8(9)=0.4;s8(10)=0.285;s8(ll)=0.18;s8(12)=0.11 

s8(13)=0.0575; 
s8(14)=0.0275;s8(15)=0.01;s8(16)=0.0025;s8(17)=0.0;s8(18)=0.0; 
s8(19)=0.00; 

S8slice=s8; 
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%  + 1  I  M  t  H  I  + + 1  1  M  »  f  + »  ̂ • + +  I  I  I  H  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  h  H  t  h  H I I I I H I 1 I I I I I I I M +-H-++-M-H-

% 70 degrees incidence, wavelength = 10.6 microns, EXPERIMENTAL 
% -!-+++1 I M I I I I I t M I I I I I H I I H M I I I I I I I tM ++ + + + + H-++-H-H-+ t t I-4-+-H-+-H-+-H-+ 

s9(l)=0.00; s9(2)=0.05; s9(3)=0.1875; s9(4)=0.4375; s9(5)=0.75; 
s9(6)=0.9375; 
s9(7)=0.984; s9(8)=0.859375; s9(9)=0.578125; s9(10)=0.359375 ; 
s9(11)=0.1875; s9(12)=0.109375; 
s9(13)=0.046875; s9(14)=0.03125; s9(15)=0.0078125; s9(16)=0.0; 
s9(17)=0.0; s9(18)=0.0; 
s9(19)=0.0; 

S9slice=s9; 

% 70 degrees incidence, wavelength = 10.6 microns, BECKMANN-KIRCHOFF 
+ + + + + + 4  I  I  M  I  K  +  t -  f  I  t  t  ̂  f - t " M - + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  

sio(1)=0.0625;sio(2)=0.14583;sl0{3)=0.265625;Sic(4)=0.46875;sl0(5)=0.68 
75; 
sl0(6)=0.906;sl0(7)=0.984; slO(8)=0.9375;sl0(9)=0.75; sl0(10)=0.5; 
slO(11)=0.3203; slO(12)=0.203;sl0(13)=0.125; 
slO(14)=0.0625;sl0(15)=0.03125; 
sl0(16)=0.015625; slO(17)=0.0078125; slO(18)=0.0025; slO(19)=0.00; 

S10slice=sl0; 

% 20 degrees incidence, wavelength = 10.6 microns, EXPERIMENTAL 

% 

i Use "thet8" here 
% 

sll(l)=0.00; sll(2)=0.00; sll(3)=0.00; sll(4)=0.0; sll(5)=0.0; 
sll(6)=0.0; 
sll(7)=0.005; sll(8)=0.010; sll(9)=0.02; sll(10)=0.065; sll(11)=0.115; 
sll(12)=0.220; 
sll(13)=0.355; sll(14)=0.51; sll(15)=0.71; sll(16)=0.92; sll(17)=1.0; 
sll(18)=0.95; 
sll(19)=0.76; sll(20)=0.55; sll(21)=0.36; sll(22)=0.235; sll(23)=0.13; 
sll(24)=0.07; 
sll(25)=0.04; sll(26)=0.02; sll(27)=0.010; sll(28)=0.005; sll(29)=0.0; 
sll(30)=0.0; 
sll(31)=0.0; 

Sllslice=sll; 

20 degrees incidence, wavelength = 10.6 microns, BECKMANN-KIRCHOFF 

% Use "thetS" here 
% 
sl2(l)=0.00; sl2(2)=0.00; sl2(3)=0.00; sl2(4)=0.0; sl2(5)=0.0; 
sl2(6)=0.005; 
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sl2(7)=0.0075; sl2(8)=0.025; sl2(9)=0.055; sl2(10)=0.1; sl2(11)=0.18; 
sl2(12)=0.28; 
sl2(13)=0.415; sl2(14)=0.56; sl2(15)=0.75; sl2(16)=0.92; sl2{17)=1.0; 
sl2(18)=0.95; 
sl2(19)=0.795; sl2(20)=0.58; sl2(21)=0.41; sl2(22)=0.275; 
sl2(23)=0.175; sl2(24)=0.105; 
sl2(25)=0.06; sl2(26)=0.035; sl2(27)=0.0175; sl2(28)=0.01; sl2(29)=0.0; 
sl2(30)=0.0; 
sl2(31)=0.0; 
S12slice=sl2; 

%******************************************************* 

%************* Comparison (Profiles in Direction Cosine) 
%******************************************************* 

%##################### 
figure(8) 
%##################### 

% HARVEY-SHACK (with small angle:Old H-S) & without: New H-S) 

if hs = 1 
%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: New H-S. ***BLUE LINE*** 

plot(bet3,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),':b'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: New H-S ***BLUE CROSSES*** 

plot(bet3,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),'+b'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. ***RED LINE*** 

plot{bet3,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4),';r'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. ***RED STARS*** 

plot(bet3,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4),'*r'); hold on; 

elseif hs = 2 
%Plot 1-dim Radiance Profile: New H-S. ****CYAN LINE**** 

plot(bet3,ASF_New3/max(ASF_New3),':c'); hold on; 
iPlot 1-dim Radiance Profile: Old H-S. ****MAGENTA LINE**** 

plot(bet3,ASF_HS3/max(ASF_HS3), ' :m' ) ; hold on; 

elseif hs = 3 
%Plot 1-dim Radiance Profile: New H-S. ****CYAN LINE**** 

plot(bet3,ASF_New3/max(ASF_New3),':c'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Radiance Profile: Old H-S. ***MAGENTA LINE*** 

plot(bet3,ASF_HS3/max(ASF_HS3),':m'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: New H-S. ****BLUE LINE**** 

plot(bet3,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),':b'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: New H-S ***BLUE CROSSES*** 

plot(bet3,ASF New4/max(ASF New4),'+b'); hold on; 
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%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. 
plot (bet3,ASF_HS4/inax(ASF_HS4) , ' :r') ; 

%Plot l-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. 
plot (beta, ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4) 

end 

***RED LINE*** 
hold on; 
***RED STARS*** 
hold on; 

% EXPERIMENTAL & BECKMANN-KIRCHOFF 

if data=l % Plot experimental Data. ***BLACK DIAMONDS*** 

if theta0==-70 %Plot experimental data for 70 degrees incidence 

if lambda==0.6328 
%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S7slice/max(max(S7slice)),'k') ; hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S7slice/max(max(S7slice)),'dk') ; 
elseif lambda=10.6 

%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,S9slice/max(max(S9slice)),'k') ; hold on; 

%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,S9slice/max(max(S9slice)), 'dk'); 

end 

elseif theta0==-20 %Plot experimental data for 20 degrees. 

if lambda=10.6 
%Plot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(bets,Sllslice/max(max(Sllslice)),'k') ; hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(bets,Sllslice/max(max(Sllslice)), 'dk') ; 
end 

end 

elseif data==2 % Plot B-K theory. ***GREEN CIRCLES*** 

if theta0==-70 %Plot theoretical B-K data for 70 degrees incidence 

if lambda=0.6328 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S8slice/max(max(SSslice)),'g'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S8slice/max(max(SSslice)),'og') ; 
elseif lambda==10.6 

%Plot B-K; 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,S10slice/max(max(SlOslice)),'g') ; hold on; 
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%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,SlOslice/max(max(SlOslice)),'og'); 

end 

elseif theta0=-20 %Plot theoretical B-K data for 20 degrees. 

if lambda=10.6 
%Plot B-K; 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(beta,S12slice/max(max(S12slice)),'g'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(bets,S12slice/max(max{S12slice)),'og'); 
end 

end 

elseif data==3 % Plot B-K theory and experimental. 
% ***BLACK DIAMONDS & GREEN CIRCLES*** 

if theta0==-70 %Plot data for 70 degrees incidence 

if lambda==0.6328 
%Plot experimental: 70 degreees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S7slice/max(max(S7slice)),'k'); hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 70 degreees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S7slice/max(max(S7slice)),'dk'); hold on; 
ftPlot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S8slice/max(max(S8slice)),'g*); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(bet7,S8slice/max(max(S8slice)),'og'); 
elseif lambda=10.6 

iPlot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,S9slice/max(max(S9slice)),'k'); hold on; 

SPlot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,S9slice/max(max(S9slice)),'dk'); hold on; 

%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,SlOslice/max(max(SlOslice)),'g'); hold on; 

%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(bet7,SlOslice/max(max(SlOslice)),'og'); 

end 

elseif theta0==-20 %Plot data for 20 degrees incidence. 

if lambda=10.6 
%Plot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(bets,Sllslice/max(max(Sllslice)),'k'); hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(bets,Sllslice/max(max(Sllslice)),'dk'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(bets,S12slice/max(max(S12slice)),'g'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(bets,S12slice/max(max(S12slice)),'og'); 
end 
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end 
end 

xlabel{'Direction Cosine') 
title(['COMPARISON IN ANGLE-FROM-NORMAL SPACE (X SLICE): lambda = 
',num2str(lambda), ' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), ' 
degrees']) 

if theta0=-70 
axis([-1 0 0 1]); 
elseif theta0==-20 
axis([-l 0.6 0 1]); 
end 

%************* Comparison (Profiles in Angular Space) 
%********************************************•******* 

%##################### 
figure(9) 
%##################### 

% HARVEY-SHACK (with small angle:Old H-S) & without: New H-S) 
%+++++++++++++-H-+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++4 

if hs == 1 

%Plot I-dim Intensity Profile: New H-S. ***BLUE LINE*** 
plot(thet,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),':b'); hold on; 

%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: New H-S. ***BLUE CROSSES*** 
plot{thet,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4),'+b'); hold on; 

%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. ***RED LINE*** 
plot(thet,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4) :r'); hold on; 

%Plot X-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. ***RED STARS*** 
plot(thet,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4),'*r'); hold on; 

elseif hs == 2 
%Plot 1-dim Radiance Profile. ****CYAN LINE**** 

plot(thet,ASF_New3/max{ASF_New3),':c'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Radiance Profile. ****MAGENTA LINE**** 

plot(thet,ASF_HS3/max(ASF_HS3) ,':m'); hold on; 

elseif hs = 3 
%Plot 1-dim Radiance Profile: New H-S. ****CYAN LINE**** 

plot(thet,ASF_New3/max(ASF_New3),':c'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Radiance Profile: Old H-S. ****MAGENTA LINE**** 

plot(thet,ASF_HS3/max(ASF_HS3),':m'); hold on; 
%Plot 1-dim Intensity Profile: New H-S. ***BLUE LINE*** 

plot(thet,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4), ':b'); hold on; 
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%Plot l-dim Intensity Profile: Mew H-S. ***BLUE CROSSES*** 
plot (thet,ASF_New4/max(ASF_New4), •+b') ; hold on; 

%Plot l-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. ***RED LINE*** 
plot (thet,ASF_HS4/inax(ASF_HS4), ' :r') ; hold on; 

%Plot l-dim Intensity Profile: Old H-S. ***RED STARS*** 
plot (thet,ASF_HS4/max(ASF_HS4), •*r' ) ; hold on; 

end 

% ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

% EXPERIMENTAL & BECKMANN-KIRCHOFF 

% •H-+++++++++++-H-++-H-H-++l-f+ 

if data==l % Plot experimental Data. ***BLACK DIAMONDS*** 

if theta0=-70 %Plot experimental data for 70 degrees incidence 

if lambda=0.6328 
%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(thet7,S7slice/max(max(S7slice)),'k'); hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(thet7,S7slice/max(max(S7slice)) , 'dk'); 
elseif lambda—10.6 

%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot (thet7, S9slice/max (max (S9slice) ),'k') ; hold on; 

%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot (thet7, S9slice/max (max (S9slice) ), ' dk') ; 

end 

elseif theta0=-20 %Plot experimental data for 20 degrees. 

if lambda==10.6 
*Plot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thetS,Sllslice/max(max(Sllslice)) , 'k');hold on; 
isPlot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thetS,Sllslice/max(max(Sllslice)) , 'dk'); 
end 

end 

elseif data=2 % Plot B-K theory. ***GREEN CIRCLES*** 

if theta0=-70 %Plot theoretical B-K data for 70 degrees incidence 

if lambda=0.6328 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(thet7,S8slice/max(max(SSslice)),'g'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot (thet7, S8slice/max (max (S8slice) ) , 'og') ; 
elseif lambda=10.6 

%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 10.6 
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plot(thet7,Sl0slice/inax{inax(S10slice) ),'g') ; hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thet7,SlOslice/max (max(SlOslice)),'og'); 
end 

elseif theta0=-20 %Plot theoretical B-K data for 20 degrees. 

if lambda=10.6 
%Plot B-K: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thetS,Sl2slice/max(max(S12slice)),'g'); hold on; 
sPlot B-K: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thetS,Sl2slice/max(max(S12slice)),'og'); 
end 

end 

elseif data=3 % Plot B-K theory and experimental. 
% ***BLACK DIAMONDS & GREEN CIRCLES*** 

if theta0=-70 %Plot data for 70 degrees incidence 

if lambda==0.6328 
%Plot experimental: 70 degreees, 0.6328 

plot(thet7,S7slice/raax(max(S7slice)),'k'); hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 70 degreees, 0.6328 

plot(thet7,S7slice/max(max(S7slice)),'dk'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(thet7,S8siice/raax(max(SSslice)),'g'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 0.6328 

plot(thet7,S8slice/max(max(SSslice)),'og'); 

elseif lambda==10.6 
%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thet7,S9slice/max(max(S9slice)>,'k'); hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 70 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thet7,S9slice/max(max(S9slice)),'dk'); hold on; 

%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(thet7,SlOslice/max(max(SlOslice)),'g'); hold on; 

%Plot B-K: 70 degrees, 10.6 
plot(thet7,SlOslice/max (max(SlOslice)),'og'); 

end 

elseif theta0=-20 %Plot data for 20 degrees incidence. 

if lambda==10.6 
sPlot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thet8,Sllslice/max(max(Sllslice)),'k; hold on; 
%Plot experimental: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thet8,Sllslice/max (max(Sllslice)),'dk'); hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 20 degrees, 10.6 



plot(thetS,S12slice/max(max(S12slice)),'g*) ; hold on; 
%Plot B-K: 20 degrees, 10.6 

plot(thetS,S12slice/max(max(S12slice)), 'og'); 

end 
end 

end 

xlabeK'Scattering Angle (Degrees)') 
title (['COMPARISON IN ANGLE-FROM-NORMAL SPACE (X SLICE): lambda 
' ,niim2str (leiinbda), ' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO) , ' 
degrees']) 

if theta0=-70 
axis([-90 0 0 1]); 
elseif theta0=-20 
axis([-90 40 0 1]); 
end 

%##################### 
figure(10) 
%##################### 
%Plot large angle "g". ****GREEN LINE**** 
plot(thet,g(n/2+0.5,1:n)/max(g(n/2+0.5,1:n)),'g'); hold on; 
%Plot small angle "g". ****CYAN LINE**** 
plot(thet,g_sm_angle/max(g_sm_angle),'b'); axis([-90 90 0 1.2]) 
xlabel('Scattering Angle (Degrees)') 
title (['COMPARING SMALL ANGLE "G" & REAL "G" (X SLICE): lambda = 
',num2str(lambda), ' microns, inc. ang. = ',int2str( thetaO), * 
degrees']) 
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